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“When the prison doors are opened, the real dragon will fly out”
Ho Chi Minh

Revolutionary Greetings,
Welcome to our National Jericho Movement Newsletter. Thank you to all of our members and affiliations
who contribute critical information regarding our Political Prisoner's/Prisoner's of War as well as updates on
activities, events and actions.
Moving forward, we stand in fierce determination and solidarity to free our remaining Political Prisoner's and
Prisoner's of War still languishing behind the dungeon walls. Much work has been done by Jericho and other
organizations, and there is still much more work to do.
With 20 years behind us and much work ahead, Jericho is growing and is taking on new projects and
missions. Our shared vision is that we will reach a time in this country (and others) wherein there will be no
more Political Prisoner's/Prisoner's of War. We envision the day when they all will walk free and into their
families arms-who have been waiting for decades. We hope you join us in making this a reality.

“To move a blade of grass is to change the world…”
Huey P. Newton
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Jericho Movement's Current Work and Progress
New York City Jericho
New York City Jericho visited Jalil Muntaqim several times. We also were involved with raising some
money for legal assistance for Joy Powell, #07G0632, who is fighting to get her wrongful conviction
overturned. Joy was recently moved from one cell to another. During that process, the guards confiscated
all of her legal papers. They told Joy that, if someone does not pick these papers up within 14 days, they
will be destroyed. Of course, Joy informed them that she has a current legal case, with a due date of March
15, 2019. Despite this and several calls from attorney Moira Meltzer Cohen, the guards at Bedford Hills
have not returned Joy’s legal documents to her. Joy is requesting that people call Commissioner Annucci’s
office at 518-457-8126 to request that all legal documents be returned to Joy Powell #07G0632, currently
at Bedford Hills. Be polite but firm. Please report any response to nycjericho@gmail.com
Anne L and Ann J of NYC Jericho were able to participate in the RAPP and Parole Prep Project mobilization
to Albany on January 29, 2019 for a day of rallying and lobbying in support of parole reform. (SEE RAPP
REPORT SENT AS SEPARATE WORD DOC).
The memorial for Sister Nehanda held at Harlem’s National Black Theater on Feb. 16, 2019 was beautiful
and very moving. (SEE PROGRAM PROVIDED TO US BY ANN JAFFE).
Our brother Kojo reports that USP Canaan is once again on lockdown.
Let’s Get Leonard Peltier Moved to FCI Oxford
We have not heard from the Bureau of Prisons in Grand Prairie, TX. Designation & Sentence Center
regarding Leonard Peltier 89637-132 request for a transfer to FCI Oxford WI. So I am asking if you would
send a second e-mail or fax asking them to complete Leonard's transfer request. If Leonard is transferred
to FCI Oxford, he will be about 466 miles from his family in ND. At 74+ Leonard has family members older
than he who haven’t been able to visit him for years due to distance and expense and they want to visit
with him before they are too old to travel. Please use any information from this e-mail in your e-mail or fax
to officials at Grand Prairie.
Thank you for your support. Paulette Dauteuil, National Director ILPDC, Tampa office.
Designation & Sentence Computation Center
Email: GRA-DSC/PolicyCorrespondence@bop.gov Phone: 972-352-4400 Fax: 972-352-4395
Richmond Jericho
Most Jericho activities coming out of Richmond, Virginia are tied directly into National Jericho. However,
Jericho is again collaborating with Virginia Commonwealth University’s (VCU) African American Studies
Department to sponsor a Black History Program on February 21 st. The VCU/Jericho collaboration will
continue with 3 subsequent programs for the Spring. The theme will be: Community Awareness,
Protection and Involvement, with a theatrical audience interactive performance by Jihad Abdulmumit. Last
year’s main event spotlighted the Black Panther Party with Sekou Odinga, Pam Hanna and Jihad
Abdulmumit. Afterwards there were 6 other programs highlighting issues such as Political Prisoners,
Mental Health in the Black Community, Education, and the Criminal (in)Justice System.
Dear People: Greetings of Peace!
Last year's VCU African American Studies Program and the National Jericho Movement Community Forum
series opened with a program on the Black Panther Party. This year's Black History Month program is on
Thursday, February 21st, free and starting at 7pm. Either way, you are respectfully invited!
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This year's Community Forum kicks off with a very creative and engaging mix of theater, martial arts,
poetry and audience interactive engagement! This year we are excited and please to add The Institute of
Contemporary Art, the host sponsor.
The February 21st program is the first in a series of related programs to follow.
Solidarity and Struggle!
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Jericho actively maintains direct connections with our political prisoner by visiting or writing them
monthly. We also maintain contact and assists their families as available. We monitor health & legal status
and provide support and intervention. We hold political education classes, table at events, give
presentations, interviews and speak on radio shows. We are actively involved in collaborating with and
supporting other organizations and events which are in alignment with our missions and values to break
down walls of injustice, racism, oppression and Free our Political Prisoners. Jericho meetings occurred
during the month of November across the nation.
Thinking forward-we will be updating our website, increasing our international reach to build continued
solidarity and plan to create additional resources for our Political Prisoners/POW's and their families.
The Jericho Movement has initiated as well as supported and participated in many rallies, events and
calls to action this month.

Jericho Highlights and Tributes
Sistah Nehanda Abiodun Has Joined The Ancestors

1950 In NYC - Sunset 2019 In Cuba
(Please see attached PDF for beautiful Memorial Tribute)
Sistah Nehanda Abiodun Has Joined The Ancestors Odaymar Pasa Kruda 1/30/2019 at 10:59 AM
“Nehanda was a veteran of the New Afrikan independence struggle and a citizen of the Republic of New
Afrika. Nehanda's work as an activist began at age ten as a tenant organizer. Later she worked with the
National Black Human Rights Coalition, and then helping to heal addicts at the Black Acupuncture
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Association of North America with Dr. Mutulu Shakur. In 1982 Nehanda was indicted, along with Dr.
Shakur and Sekou Odinga, for a Brinks truck expropriation. She went underground and later surfaced in
Cuba. Nehanda was a member of the Malcolm X Grassroots Movement and worked with Pablo Herrera on
Black August and on their participation in the Cuban Rap Festival.
Nehanda Abiodun: Rap on the Run, A Political and Cultural Biography 2/26/2010 Pan African News Wire:
""The Cuban hip-hop community had earned my respect. To put on the festival like that, they had worked
miracles with the very few material resources available. So I said I would make a commitment to the young
people; that it would be nice if those of us in touch with hip-hop communities in the US would give
material support to the Cuban rappers. Young people from the Havana hip-hop community started coming
to me and asking about Malcolm X and various issues regarding progressive struggles in the US and other
parts of the world. So we just talk all the time. It is very rewarding to me."
The Nehanda Abiodun Story, by Nehanda Abiodun
Carry it on now.
Nehanda Isoke Abiodun, is a name that I am proud to have for many reasons. My first and last name were
given to me by very close comrades on my 30th birthday and when Zimbabwe was fighting for its
independence. Nehanda was a spiritualist revolutionary who lived in the 1800's and led the first war of
liberation against the Rhodesians and I pray that I do her memory justice with my attempts to gain
freedom for my people. Abiodun, means born at the time of war and for me was more than appropriate
since New Afrikans (African-Americans) born in the Americas have been at war against those that have
oppressed them for centuries. Isoke was a name given to me by movement Sisters in the early 1990's here
in Cuba and means a precious gift from God. I cried during the ceremony because it was a blessing to know
that my efforts for our collective freedom was appreciated by my peers.
The Early Days
I was born in Harlem, New York, a child of the 50's from parents who were of opposite poles politically. My
father was a revolutionary Muslim nationalist, a disciple of Marcus Garvey and later Malcolm X. My mother
is from the Martin Luther King school of thought, Christian, moderate and at that time an integrationist.
They were both internationalist in their own ways and worked hard to give me the practical and spiritual
wherewithal that allowed me to be proud as a woman and a descendant of Africa. They were also
responsible for teaching me my first lessons on how to fight for what should have been inherently mine:
human and civil rights. As a Harlemite from the real old school and who grew up playing hand ball, double
dutch and dodge ball, me and my crew, Betty, Dizzy Liz, Butch, Peter, Sarah and others from the 'hood'
claimed as our patch of green pastures, Morningside Park. It was our haven, a place to escape the eyes of
our parents, ride our bikes and just be kids.
In 1959 the City of New York and Columbia University agreed to build a gym in Morningside Park. The
problem was that Columbia's gym meant that kids like me who lived in the West Harlem community, the
black part, would not have a place to play and our only admission to the gym would be through its back
door and of course with their permission. There was also the pressing issue of Columbia and the city's
development plans which called for the demolition of a great portion of the buildings in West Harlem and
the displacement of it's residents. Though the gym issue is mostly associated with the 1968 student strikes
at Columbia, the struggle to stop the building of the gym started in the early 60's when community protest
among residents who lived in the Morningside Park area.
Gettin' Active
My activist career started with those same community protests at the age of 10. Without either of my
parents' knowledge, I joined the picket lines to save my park; racism and gentrification had nothing to do
with it, my motives were purely selfish (Where were my friends and I going to play?), but an act that was
to become a spring board of learning for me about the value of community organizing, self-determination,
the power of unity among like minded forces and nation building.
It wasn't hard for me to make the leap from being a casual 10-year-old protester to a community organizer.
The lack of interest and total disdain among many of the teachers towards both students and parents in
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the schools I attended, the deplorable conditions that we were subjected to live under in Harlem, the rise
of drug addiction, lack of health care, the subtle but affective racism that stifled the creativity of Black and
Brown people in the North, coupled with the daily televised brutality against those who were fighting for
civil rights in the south were the events that motivated me to become a volunteer and eventually part of
the paid staff of the West Harlem Community Organization (WHCO).
During my tenure at WHCO I became more politicized and aware of the fact that no matter how hard we as
an organization worked within the confines of the regulations and guidelines mandated by private and
government funding agencies, our efforts for the most part were in vain. I came to know that to change the
quality of our lives, it would take more than renovation of dilapidated tenements and band-aid remedies.
The social ills that we experienced existed not by accident but by the design of those who ruled and
profited from our labor.
What I was beginning to slowly understand were those speeches and lessons I heard first at home and
then from Malcolm who I was privy to hear speak while he was a Minister for the Nation of Islam. Those
lessons spoke of the need for a revolution, a socialist revolution that would bring about a change in a
corrupt country, whose system of government was rooted in oppression, genocide, sexism and racism.
What I was coming to grips with was that even though I was born in the US, an industrialized developed
country, my community and those communities across the country like mine, lived in conditions that in
some cases were worse than communities in the most impoverished nations in Third World countries. It
was becoming increasingly clear to me that the Black nation was a colonized one within the boarders of
the United States.
Even though I was becoming more politically aware of the need for a different form of government in the
US, for years I tried to work within the system, only to be more disillusioned as time went by. A seemingly
endless chain of events like the increased US aggressions against Vietnam; the FBI's and other police
agencies? attacks on progressives; the murder of Fred Hampton; the arrests of many activists across the
country on trumped up charges; increased heroin addiction in Harlem; the killing of a 13-year-old
unarmed male black child by a New York police officer who claimed that he had a knife; the killing of a 5year-old black baby by the LAPD; were only a few of the events that were forcing me to make some serious
analysis about how I would make contributions for change.
When I left Columbia University I started working in a methadone clinic in East Harlem. Like many others
at that time I thought that methadone was a viable clinical solution to heroin addiction. Eventually I was
fired from the clinic for refusing to increase the dosage of one of the patients who had successfully stopped
using illicit drugs and decreased his methadone intake from 120mgs to 20mgs in a very short time. It was
the opinion of the clinic owners that I had lowered his methadone dosage too quickly. My defense was that
the patient was no longer using illicit drugs, was not complaining about any physical discomfort and was
functioning well in regards to his outside responsibilities. The ultimatum from the clinic owners was
either increase the dosage or be fired. I opted to be fired rather than force a patient to take more drugs
than was needed.
Lincoln Hospital Detox
After being fired I started investigating other alternatives to drug detoxification. It was this investigation
that led me to Lincoln Hospital's acupuncture drug detoxification clinic. Founded by activists who were
either active or former members of The Black Panther Party, The Republic of New Afrika, The Young Lords
and Students for a Democratic Society, the clinic successfully treated thousands of alcohol and drug
addicted people using acupuncture. Much of their success had to do with a comprehensive holistic medical
treatment plan coupled with political education classes and community work that the patients were
required to participate in.
The political education classes allowed the patient to understand his addiction in a more political context,
how addiction contributed not only to the deterioration of his/herself, but the family and community as
well. It was in those classes that they learned about the CIA's involvement with heroin trafficking, using the
body bags of dead soldiers killed in Vietnam to transport the drug. They also learned how drug addiction
has been used as a deterrent to progressive movements nationally and internationally.
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The community work they were asked to participate included such task as helping an evicted tenant find
housing; welfare rights work; helping a family with transportation to go see an imprisoned relative; or
attending a trial showing support for one of the many political prisoners who were being railroaded into
prisons for their political work.
The educational classes and community work were important elements to the patients healing process
because it allowed the patient to understand their oppression in a global sense and instead moved the
patient from being a parasite, to now contributing to the well being of their community.
Lincoln Detox ceased to exist as a revolutionary community controlled health center when over 200
members of the New York police department and their SWAT teams used excessive force to close it down.
Their official reason for doing so was the mismanagement of funds, but their real motive was revealed
when Mayor Koch said that "Lincoln Detox was a breeding ground for revolutionary cells."
The 20 years of community work that I participated in up until that time, the continued violence of the
government and white terrorist hate groups against those who used peaceful means of protest, blatant
police brutality against people of color, the ongoing arrests and assassinations of political activist by city,
state and federal police agencies, along with the murderous international policies directed towards
liberation movements and the colonized nations within the US boarders were the dictates that lead me
back to what were the roots of my political education; self determination and self defense for the Black
nation.
Nehanda Goes Underground
In 1982 a federal warrant was issued for my arrest for violating the Rico Racketeering and Conspiracy
laws. I choose to go underground for political reasons and while living clandestine I learned how
important it is to struggle from a position of love and not hate. It was the love of humanity, freedom and
justice that were the dictates that led me to where I was then and the love given from comrades that kept
me mentally and spiritually healthy when I thought that I would die from a broken heart because of being
separated from my family. And be assured that it is that same kind of love that has given me the resolve to
continue daily in our quest for freedom. I recognize how blessed I am to have so many beautiful people in
my life that genuinely care for me, individuals who are willing to make the sacrifices needed to carry on
the traditions of principled struggle.
GodMother Of Cuban Hip Hop by Nehanda Abiodun
Over the past 10 years, Nehanda has been active in the Cuban hip hop movement. Her capacity as a mentor
for various rap groups in Havana has earned her the affectionate nickname "Godmother of Cuban hip hop."
In the past, Nehanda has opened her house to host political education classes for Cuban youth, as well as
other young people such as students studying in Havana. She was also instrumental in the formation of the
Black August Benefit Concerts, "a celebration of Hip Hop and our Freedom Fighters...a project of the
Malcolm X Grassroots Movement (MXGM), which strives to support the global development of Hip Hop
culture by facilitating exchanges between international communities where Hip Hop is a vital part of youth
culture, and by promoting awareness about the social and political issues that affect these youth
communities...[its goal] is to bring culture and politics together and to allow them to naturally evolve into
a unique Hip Hop consciousness that informs our collective struggle for a more just, equitable and human
world." According to Nehanda, "rap music is...the voice of protest...[with which] we can educate and
organize around the world. It puts a whole different light on the word globalizatoin...Wherever you go...in
the world, from New Zealand to Timbuktu, there are rappers. Wherever you go! And once you step out of
the U.S., a large part of that global community of hip hoppers are progressive. Seriously, because most of it
comes from the indigenous people of that particular place. "It speaks not only to the conditions here in
Cuba, but around the world. It particularly speaks to the plight of African people. Yes, a lot of it talks about
Cuba, in terms of black Cuba or Afro-Cuba, but you can take that same lyric and apply it to the U.S...It is
critical thinking. Not only do they do that, but they make political analysis on what's going on around the
world. For instance, right before Bush invaded Iraq, Anonimo Consejo came out with this rhyme "No More
Hunger, No More War." Who do we have in the U.S. that did that? And it's also international in its make-up
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in that they do embrace other flavors of hip hop. It ain't just about Cuban hip hop. They feel that they're
part of a bigger community...we are part of a global hip hop community."
An Excerpt from "Life Underground" By Nehanda Abiodun in BLU 9
In the past I've resisted writing what it means to be underground, using security as an excuse, not wanting
to give my enemies any more information than they already had. But I was fooling myself. The real reasons
I didn't want to take on the task was because it meant looking honestly at what my being underground did
to some people that I love; that I had to relive some painful moments; and that I had to finally find out if I
had forgiven myself for my errors as well as the hurt that my decisions had caused others. I cannot write
about underground in a technical or theoretical way, I can only write about the cause and effects as I lived
them.
"Nehanda Abiodun: Life Underground"
Life in Exile
There are those who might feel sorry for me, being in exile, separated from family and friends, they
shouldn't. I made certain choices in my life and those decisions came with certain consequences. My only
regret is the pain that my family suffered. Those of you who have children I'm sure can understand the
hurt in my heart and guilt that I go through for leaving them. Fortunately we are healing as a family, them
loving me unconditionally as I love them; so once again I am blessed.
Having not been able to yet meet my granddaughter, hug my children or my mother when I want, thinking
about my comrades in prison and how much we have to do so they and we can be free are things that
make me sad.
Nehanda Still Smiles
What makes me smile is a very long list. Listening to my 7 year old granddaughter tell me her definition of
the word awesome, knowing that my mother is the radical dissident resident in her nursing home (you
gotta know Large Marge to understand); my daughter's stories about her brother; thinking about Mutulu
in the clinic years ago doing the 'Whip It,' Chinganji's 'Lucy moments;' Featherdance's wedding; Jafari's
unending patience with me; young people who think I have all the answers and me knowing that I some
times don?t even know the questions; Catherine dancing on the table last new year's eve. Mari writing me
and telling me of her recent marriage, her being at peace spiritually; Dana's face when in moment of
forgetfulness, calling me a fool (it was all good, she forgot I wasn't her peer, we were in girlfriend mode); a
baby's smile and a vivid sunrise are just some of the things that make me smile.
The Role of the Intellectual in Liberation
I see no difference in the role or responsibility of an intellectual than I do a day laborer when it's a
question of freedom. Everyone has some sort of talent or intellect that would be of value to our liberation.
It's a question of finding out what talent we have to offer and giving it unselfishly to our struggle for selfdetermination.
Is the intellectual any more important than the person who organizes the people to understand the
theories of the intellectual or the person who defends the protest and rallies or for that matter the person
who does childcare so that parents can attend the demonstrations? Was it not the house servant that
secured information about the master's movements and plans that enabled various slave rebellions to be
of some success? If we look at Cuba as an example we will see that their triumph was in part due to the
fact that women and men from all sectors of the society made contributions to defeat Batista and no one
has been excluded, regardless of education, race or gender from defending the revolution.
If you're a writer, write about the revolution; if you're a teacher, teach revolution; if you're a painter, paint
the scenes of freedom; if you're a computer specialist, design the leaflets; if you're a community organizer,
organize the next rally; if you're an MC then rap about Kwasi Balagoon, Sandra Pratt and Mtayari Shabaka
Sundiata. There's a job for everyone and no one who is willing to make an honest contribution should be
turned down or discouraged from doing so or made to feel that what they donate is not needed or
appreciated.
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Intellectual Influences
There were many people who contributed to my political development. Malcolm X, Martin Luther King,
Ella Baker, Fannie Lou Hamer, Fanon, Phoolan Devi, June Jordan, DuBois, Robert and Mabel Williams are a
small fraction of the intellectuals who have influenced me and are probably familiar to most, but there are
a number of political theories and opinions written by lesser known intellectuals who have contributed to
my political consciousness. I?d like to think that my development is an ongoing process and have opened
myself up to learn from many sources.
Political prisoners Dr. Mutulu Shakur, and David Gilbert provide in-depth analysis of both current events
and the past victories and errors of the Black Liberation Movement and the role and participation of the
white radical left respectively. I am very grateful for the writings of women like Audre Lorde, bell hooks
and Angela Davis[1] for their theories regarding feminist thought. Drs. Adewole Umoja, Jafari Allen,
Mukungu Akinyela, Akinyele Umoja, Sisters, Kathleen Cleaver, Assata Shakur, Marilyn Buck and Afeni
Shakur have also been very important to my learning process.
I learn a great deal from young people whom I?m fortunate to have in my life. I'm honored that youth from
both the US and Cuba have embraced me, opening their hearts and allowing me to enter their lives. Their
energies have often been the fountain that I draw from to revive my commitment to struggle."
http://www.afrocubaweb.com/rap/nehanda.htm?
fbclid=IwAR31Nd12rg1DHDUDu8OfFYLrS3ScN4bmZgLgIj6tPCMK_mObwGvy321eZAM

Chairman's Corner
Bis-millahir Rahmanir Rahim.
As-salaamu ‘alaykum!
2019 begins with the continued turmoil and strife reaped upon the people by the Trump Administration.
If things weren’t rough enough, now federal employees face the grim reality of no pay for the work that
many of them are obliged to do. And it’s slavery by any other name…. The struggle to free Political
Prisoners continues. Connecting the dots is important. Those who consciously struggle for the human
rights, dignity and respect of all people are constantly threatened with repression and incarceration.
Jericho stands vigilant and determined to not only free our revolutionary warriors of the civil rights and
liberation struggles of the 60s and 70s, but to build alliances and relationships to defend and support
those who imprisoned for their actions, leadership, and courage. We extend an invitation to all peace
and freedom loving people to make the necessary effort to unite and develop a true vanguard
movement. We have to build our “Wall” against racism and injustice!
Jihad Abdulmumit

Political Prisoner's/Prisoner's of War
POLITICAL PRISONER OF THE MONTH
Please Check Our Next Issue!
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Medical Updates
Kamau Sadiki was suffering a medical crisis, but had no commissary money to email his

daughter Ksisay. Anyone wanting to donate to Kamau should do so via paypal to nycjericho@gmail.com

Legal Updates
Philly DA’s Office appeals judge’s ruling on Mumia Abu-Jamal by Chris Palmer, Updated:

January 25, 2019
The Philadelphia District Attorney’s Office on Friday appealed a judge’s ruling that convicted cop killer
Mumia Abu-Jamal should be allowed to reargue his appeal before the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.
The decision is the latest development in the long-running post-conviction saga of Abu-Jamal, 64, a former
Black Panther and sometime radio reporter serving a life sentence for the Dec. 9, 1981, shooting death of
Philadelphia Police Officer Daniel Faulkner, 25, at 13th and Locust Streets.
The District Attorney’s Office did not comment beyond filing its notice of appeal.
Judith Ritter, an attorney for Abu-Jamal, said in an email that she was “very disappointed” by District
Attorney Larry Krasner’s decision.
“Krasner’s appeal only risks delaying our opportunity to make our case to an appellate court untainted by
bias,” Ritter said.
Common Pleas Court Judge Leon Tucker ruled last month that Abu-Jamal could reargue his appeal before
the high court because former Chief Justice Ronald D. Castille — who previously served as Philadelphia’s
district attorney — did not recuse himself when Abu-Jamal’s case came before the court.
Tucker denied for lack of evidence an argument by Abu-Jamal that Castille had “personal involvement” in
the prosecution.
Abu-Jamal’s case has moved slowly through the appeals process, which has frustrated Faulkner’s widow.
John McNesby, president of the Philadelphia police officers' union and a frequent Krasner critic, said
Friday that the district attorney’s decision to appeal was “the right thing to do.”
“Good," he said when told of the decision. "I applaud them for doing that.”

The Virgin Island 3 case: The last Governor - Gov. Mapp, declined to grant them clemency. Now we
have renewed the effort with the new Governor.

Joy Powell: Joy is working on having her conviction overturned. She has been doing this pro se. Anne L
called the court in order to get a postponement for Joy’s submission of documents to the court,
which was granted. Due date was Jan. 9, 2019, but the court agreed to a postponement until
March 15, 2019

Birthdays
Please send a card!
February
10

Veronza Bowers-Birthday-February 4th

#35316-136, FMC Butner,
Box 1600 Butner, NC 27509
"Veronza Bowers Jr. is a former Black Panther Party member framed for the murder of a U.S. Park Ranger.
He is being illegally held past his 30 year sentences, making him one of the longest-held political prisoners
in U.S. history. Unjustly convicted in 19 of this murder on the word of two government informers, both of
whom received reduced sentences for other crimes by the Federal prosecutor's office.There were no eyewitnesses and no evidence independent of these informants to link him to the crime. At his trial, Veronza
offered alibi testimony which was not credited by the jury. Nor was testimony of two relatives of the
informants who insisted that they were lying. The informants had all charges against them in this case
dropped and one was given $10,000 by the government according to the prosecutor's post-sentencing
report. Veronza has consistently proclaimed his innocence of the crime he never committed, even at the
expense of having his appeals for parole denied, for which an admission of guilt and contrition is virtually
required, he insists on maintaining his innocence. "
https://www.thejerichomovement.com/profile/bowers-veronza

Kamau Sadiki-Birthday: February 19

Hilton, Freddie (Kamau Sadiki) #0001150688
Augusta State Medical Prison, Bldg 23A-2, 3001 Gordon Highway, Grovetown, GA 30813
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"Kamau Sadiki is a former member of the Black Panther Party and was convicted of a 30-year old murder
case of a Fulton County Police Officer found shot to death in his car outside a service station. Kamau joined
the Black Panther Party and began the struggle for his freedom at the age of 17 by dedicating his life to the
service of his people. He worked out of the Jamaica, New York office of the Black Panther Party. A rank and
file party member, Kamau worked in the Free Breakfast Program each morning and then went out into the
community to sell the BPP newspaper later in the day. While selling his papers he continued to educate the
people, while organizing tenants, welfare mothers, whomever he came in contact. At the end of the day, he
reported to the office. He wrote his daily report and attended political education classes.
At 19 Kamau became a member of the Black Liberation Army (BLA). Several members of the BLA,
including Kamau, left New York City and lived in the Atlanta area for a short period of time. On November
3, 1971 Atlanta Police Officer James Green was murdered. On the night of the murder, two witnesses
observed three black males run from a van where Officer Green sat at a gas station in downtown Atlanta.
Both witnesses failed to identify Kamau from a photographic line-up and there was no physical evidence
that implicated Mr. Sadiki. In 1971, the Atlanta police department closed the case as unsolved. Then in
1999, the FBI in pursuit of collaboration in their attempts to recapture Assata Shakur, a political exile in
Cuba, threatened Sadiki with life in prison if he did not assist them. When Sadiki did not comply the FBI
convinced Atlanta police to re-open the case and charge Sadiki. In 2001, an alledged former BLA member
gave a statement about the 1971 murder after being detained during a traffic stop. With no eyewitness
testimony and no physical evidence, the State based its case entirely upon the statements of three alleged
BLA members who were present in Atlanta at the time of Officer Green's murder.
In 2002 Kamau was finally arrested again in Brooklyn, New York some thirty one (31) years later after the
murder; And then on November 10, 2003, Judge Stephanie Manis sentenced Kamau Sadiki to life
imprisonment for murder and ten (10) years to run consecutively for armed robbery after a Fulton County
Superior Court jury found him guilty for the murder of Atlanta Police Officer James Green on November 3,
1971. " https://www.thejerichomovement.com/profile/hilton-freddie-kamau-sadiki
ABDULLAH MALIK KA'BAH, (AKA JEFF FORT)- Birthday: February 20, 1947

Contact Information: Prison Address
#92298-024 USP Florence ADMAX,, P.O. Box 8500, Florence, CO 81226
Affiliation: El Rukin
Captured: 1987: Sentenced to 80 years
“We believe that Abdul Malik was indicted because of the new vision that he had acquired and which he
was trying to share with other street organizations not only in Chicago, but throughout the U.S.! He was
indicted because, for example, he (and others) had worked and were continuing to work to maintain a
peace among street organizations, so that they could begin to redirect their energies in ways that would
ensure the survival of their people, and the development of their communities.”
http://newafrikan77.wordpress.com
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Chubbuck, Byron Shane (Oso Blanco)- Birthday: February 26, 1967

First Nation Political Prisoner
Contact Information: Prison Address
#07909051 USP Victorville, PO Box 3900, Adelanto, CA 92301
Affiliation: Ejército Zapatista de Liberación Nacional, EZLN Defender
Captured: 1999 – Release Date 2071
“ The new Aztlan is now. We shall no longer kill mother Earth and everything else just to have modern
technologies, the time of that will end soon. We shall rise up as warriors-refusing to be slaves of commerce
and political lies. In our own land we shall be HIGH Master, high master of the heart, high masters of
consciousness. I am Oso Blanco de Aztlan, I support EZLN and the Brown Berets.
http://freeosoblanco.blogspot.com
Author, U.S. Prisoner

January
Sundiata Acoli (Squire) -Birthday: January 14, 1937

“Sundiata Acoli is a Black/New Afrikan Political Prisoner of War. A tireless worker for Black Liberation,
Sundiata was a prominent member of the New York State Chapter of the Black Panther Party. After aquittal
from the NY Panther 21 Conspiracy Trial Frameup and being continally targeted by the FBI’s illegal
COINTELPRO operation, Sundiata continued the struggle underground with the Black Liberation Army. In
1973 he, Zayd and Assata Shakur were ambushed by New Jersey state troopers. Zayd Shakur was killed,
while Assata was seriously wounded and taken into custody. One state trooper was killed in the attack and
another injured. In a political charged and biased trial Sundiata was sentenced to life plus 30 years. In
2010 Sundiata was denied parole, but the fight for his freedom continues .”Please write Sundiata at:
#39794-066, FCI Cumberland, P.O. Box 1000, Cumberland, MD 21501
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Joseph Bowen-Birthday: January 15, 1948

Affiliation: Black Liberation Army
Captured: 1973: Life Without Parole
"Unless I do something to get myself out of this hole, these people will keep me in this hole until I am
dead." - JoJo Bowen, who has been in solitary confinement for 26 years.
Write him in the following manner:
Smart Communications/PA DO
SCI Fayette
Joseph Bowen AM-4272
PO Box 33028, St Petersburg, Florida 33733
Jeremy Hammond- Birthday: January 8, 1985

Anarchist-computer hacker POLITICAL PRISONER
Contact Information
Prison Address
#18729-424 FCI Memphis, PO Box 34550, Memphis, TN 38184
AffiliAtion: Anarchist-computer hacker
Captured: March 5, 2012. Sentence: 10yrs
“Jeremy Hammond, a former member of the hacking network Anonymous who has become a cause
célèbre for hacktivists, civil libertarians and those concerned about the rights of whistleblowers, is a gifted
young computer programmer who is currently spending a decade in prison. His crime? Leaking
information from the private intelligence firm Strategic Forecasting, information which revealed that
Stratfor had been spying on human rights activists at the behest of corporations and the U.S. government.”
http://freejeremy.net
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MARIUS MASON-Birthday: January 26, 1962

[Address mail to Marius (Marie) Mason]
Contact Information
Prison Address
#04672-061--FMC Carswell, Box 27137, Fort Worth, TX 76127
Affiliation: Anarchist and Earth First!
EARTH LIBERATION FRONT
Captured: March 10, 2008. Sentence: 22yrs.
"Marius was an extended care assistant at a small Cincinnati school when arrested on March 10, 2008 by
federal agents. Marius was convicted of involvement with a December, 1999 arson at a Michigan State
University office in which GMO research was being conducted and a January 2000 arson of logging
equipment in Mesick, Michigan. Both arsons were claimed by the Earth Liberation Front."
https://supportmariusmason.org/ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marius_Mason

Abdul Azeez-Birthday Jan. 9, 1947

VIRGIN ISLAND 5
Contact Information
Prison Address
Warren Ballantine #16-047
Tallahatchie Correctional Facility, 415 US Highway 49N, Tutwiler, MS 38963
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Captured 1972--8 Life Sentences
A history of the "Virgin Island Five", a group of activists accused of murdering eight people in the U.S.
Virgin Islands. The murders took place during a turbulent period of rebellion on the Islands. The island
was put under virtual martial law, and eventually five men: Ismail Ali, Warren (Aziz) Ballantine, Meral
(Malik) Smith, Raphael (Kwesi) Joseph, and Hanif Shabazz Bey were apprehended and then charged with
the attack. All the men were known supporters of the Virgin Island independence movement.
The five were charged after being subjected to vicious torture, in order to extract confessions. They were
beaten, hung from their feet and necks from trees, subject to electric shocks with "cattle prods", had
plastic bags tied over their heads and had water forced up their noses by the "defenders of the law." The
judge (Warren Young) overlooking the case prior to being placed on the federal bench worked as
Rockefeller's private attorney and and even handled legal matters for the Fountain Valley Golf Course.
Eventually, the five went to trial in what became known as the "Fountain Valley" murder trial. This was an
obvious Kangaroo Court and a mockery of any sense of a fair trial. On August 13, 1973, each of the five
men convicted and sentenced to eight (8) consecutive life terms.
Today, Warren (Aziz) Ballantine, Meral (Malik) Smith, and Hanif Shabazz Bey are all confined in federal
prisons. Ismail Ali was liberated to Cuba via an airplane hijacking in 1984. Raphael (Kwesi) Joseph was
granted a pardon by the V.I. governor in 1992. Six years later Kwesi was mysteriously found dead of
poison-laced drug overdose, after it was said that he was about to reveal evidence that would have
exonerated at least one or more defendants.
http://abcf.net/abc/pdfs/vi5.pdf

The National Jericho Movement sends our Beloved PP's/POW's
Love, Respect, and Honor as we Celebrate your Birthday with continued hope and
Determination for Freedom-Now!

Political Prisoners/POW's Art, Writings, Statements, Interviews
Leonard Peltier Statement re: Nathan Phillips incident in DC

"I just saw the incident taking place in Washington, DC in which a demonstration between the white Make
America Great Again (MAGA) representatives and a Native Elder singing a religious song took a
horrendous turn. There were threats and insults by the young punk wearing the red M.A.G.A. hat while an
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Elder, who happens to be my long time AIM friend and comrade Nate Phillips, was singing a religious song.
Now, I see the media and folks changing it around like it was the Native Elder's fault.
Let me explain to you what the song's history is.
The Northern Cheyenne People gave this song to the American Indian Movement as an honor song in 1972
after the 71-day occupation of the Wounded Knee massacre grave site, which is now a memorial site,
owned by a white person ... can you believe that?
Wounded Knee is a sacred area for the LAKOTA people, where over 350 Elders, men, children, and women
with unborn babies still inside of their bodies were slaughtered. There are documented accounts of
soldiers who opposed the killing of babies, however there were Cavalry soldiers riding their horses
around the massacre grounds waving their swords with dead babies on them. The Lakota had disarmed
themselves, given up their weapons of stone tomahawks, bows and arrows and hand thrown spears to the
7th Cavalry and raised the white peace and American flag, after an agreed truce between them.
The leader of the Lakota Band of Natives was a peace Chief named Bigfoot. The Cavalry was heavily armed
with portable cannons, rifles, steel bayonets and knives and pistols. The 7th Cavalry soldiers were under
orders of their commanding officers. After the captives had been fed and convinced they were safe, and the
babies began to quiet down, and sleep under their now warm robes, they did not see or hear what was
about to happen.
The Cavalry, like thieves AND RAPISTS in the DARK of night, surrounded them with those DEADLY
Weapons. Early that next morning on Dec. 25th (Isn't that their Christian God Jesus' Birthday?) after
feeding the Natives their last breakfast meal, they began to slaughter them, killing all who could not
somehow escape.
A couple decades earlier this same Army of rapists of girls and boys, and murderers of defenseless peoples
surrounded a band of peaceful Northern Cheyenne at Sand Creek and committed the very the SAME
MURDEROUS ACT, AFTER FIRST APPROACHING THEM UNDER BOTH FLAGS ‘the AMERICAN and WHITE
FLAG’!!! When the Natives were given the flags, they were given a promise that if they exposed and flew
these flags the Army would never attack them.
Yet over a dozen soldiers were GIVEN MEDALS OF THE HIGHEST HONOR awards THE AMERICAN
GOVERNMENT has to BESTOW. Their soldiers and civilians received these awards for this act of genocide,
and called it a great victory of war. Today they call it "Make America Great Again”!
So, a decade or so later, BELIEVING IN THEIR OWN B.S. PROPAGANDA THAT THESE WERE VICTORIOUS
BATTLES, these same murderers with dozens of their traitors again attacked the Crow scouts during a
religious ceremony, the Sundance, at the Little Big Horn or Greasy Grass Creek. This was what we Natives
named it.
Only this time Crazy Horse and many other young powerful war leaders (we call SHIRT WEARERS of the
Lakota Nations) and their allies the Cheyenne were at the camp guarding the people, armed only with
stone tomahawks, bows and arrows against superior weaponry. They defended and wiped out Custer AND
his band of MURDERERS and RAPISTS OF CHILDREN, HELPLESS ELDERS, WOMEN AND BABIES.
On their way back to camp the young heroic Cheyenne warriors made up the song, now known as the AIM
song, and rode into camp singing it, and the women and men joined in and the whole camp began to sing
it.
The song says Thank you to the great Spirit for allowing our young men to be brave AND courageous to
FIGHT OFF AND TO PROTECT the young children THE WOMEN, UNBORN BABIES, THE ELDERLY WOMEN
and MEN, AND OUR LEADERS. Singing THANK YOU Great Spirit for giving us the strength to SAVE OUR
Children WITH THE BRAVERY YOU GAVE US. Thank you for showing us your Love for our Peoples. We pray
you give us peace with these people who only want war and to kill our Nations/Peoples. This is the
meaning behind the words of the Aim song.
So, this young man stood there acting like he was making fun of our religious leader, and smirking like he
was superior to him. Someone should have been there to remind him about the over twenty-five children
in the Catholic School on the Navajo Nation fifteen or so years ago. Not to mention the high numbers of evil
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crimes done to us in the past hundred years! Hundreds of Native Children had been raped and the priests
responsible received as punishment a transfer to another church.
Most of the Indian Boarding schools even had THEIR OWN GRAVE YARDS, some with as many as 200
unmarked graves! This is what those kids were demanding, to return to those days when to them America
was great.
In the spirit of Crazy Horse.
Doksha,
Leonard Peltier"

Maroon the Implacable: The Collected Writings of Russell Maroon Shoatz-by Russell Maroon Shoatz
(Author), Quincy Saul (Editor), Fred Ho (Editor), Matt Meyer (Afterword), Nozizwe Madlala-Routledge
(Afterword), Chuck D (Foreword)

"During a lengthy incarceration spent mostly in solitary confinement, Russell Maroon Shoatz has
developed into a prolific writer and powerful voice for the disenfranchised. This first published collection
of his accumulated works showcases his sharp and profound understanding of the current historical
moment, with clear proposals for how to move forward embracing new political concepts and practices.
Informed by Shoatz’s experience as a leader in the Black Liberation Movement in Philadelphia, the pieces
in this book put forth his fresh and self-critical retelling of the black liberation struggle in the United States
and provide cutting-edge analysis of the prison-industrial complex. Innovative and revolutionary on
multiple levels, the essays also discuss such varied topics as eco-socialism, matriarchy and eco-feminism,
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food security, prefiguration and the Occupy Wall Street movement. Including new essays written expressly
for this volume, Shoatz’s unique perspective offers many practical and theoretical insights for today’s
movements for social change." Please purchase at: https://www.amazon.com/Maroon-ImplacableCollected-Writings-Russell/dp/1604860596

Community Calls for Action
February 23: International Day of Actions to Stop U.S. War, Mobilize Solidarity with
Venezuela

“65+ Organizations and Nearly 1,000 Across the World Sign No War on Venezuela Statement in Days - Add
Your Name here: https://www.nowaronvenezuela.org/
The response to the statement that a growing network of organizations and progressive people issued just
days ago has been overwhelming - already, nearly 1,000 people in over a dozen countries have signed on,
and more than 65 organizations have added their name to say: No sanctions, no coup, no war on
Venezuela!
The statement has also been translated into Spanish, Farsi, Italian, French, Portuguese, Serbo-Croatian,
and German. If you're able to help translate the statement into other languages, please reply to this
message. See the full list of signers here: https://www.nowaronvenezuela.org/signers/
The weekend of Saturday, February 23 – the 1 month anniversary of the U.S.-backed coup attempt in
Venezuela – has been set as a day of internationally coordinated actions in solidarity with the people of
Venezuela and against the U.S., Wall Street, and the Pentagon’s drive to war.
Actions are being planned for that day, and the days immediately before and after.
Find an initial listing of actions below and on the website, and submit plans for your action here:
https://solidaritycenter.ourpowerbase.net/vzsolidarity
As the U.S. government, Democrats and Republicans, the corporate media, and their international allies
ramp up the campaign to intervene in Venezuela - economically, politically, and even militarily - now is a
critical time to redouble our efforts to mobilize the broadest possible solidarity in the streets on February
23." Please see full article here: https://www.nowaronvenezuela.org/
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U.S. Hands Off Venezuela Rally--Sunday, February 10, 2019, 1 PM

Lake Merritt Columns, 599 El Embarcadero, Oakland, CA 94610
Rally to demand U.S. Hands Off Venezuela in support of the elected Maduro Bolivarian government
Contact: Alice Loaiza 510-542-6848 or Tova Fry 707-349-0882
We demand: No U.S. Coup!
- No troops
- No sanctions
- Return Venezuelan money to the legitimate Maduro government
- No proxy interventions (i.e. through Colombia or Brazil)
Recognize the elected Maduro Bolivarian government
No recognition of the self-imposed, rogue Guaidò "government"
Initiated by: We Are All Venezuela, Marcha Patriótica - Capítulo California, Task Force on the Americas,
Communist Workers League
Additional endorsers: - The Campaign To End US and Canada Sanctions Against Venezuela, Cindy
Sheehan's Soapbox Radio Show, March on the Pentagon, International Committee for Peace, Justice and
Dignity, Answer Coalition Bay Area, Party for Socialism and Liberation - San Francisco, Workers World
Party - Bay Area, Alliance For Global Justice, Socialist Organizer, Peace and Freedom Party Alameda County
Executive Committee, Arab Resource and Organizing Center, Haiti Action Committee, Network in Solidarity
with the People of Guatemala, GABRIELA Oakland, United National Anti-war Coalition, Canal H2O TV, Cuba
Solidarity Campaign, UK, Campaign for International Co-operation and Disarmament, Professor Peter
Phillips, former Director of Project Censored, Prof. Dr. Richard Sorg, Hamburg, Germany, Cuba Solidarity
Campaign, UK, Ann Garrison, journalist, Black Agenda Report, KPFA, San Francisco Bay View
The U.S. has tried to overthrow the Bolivarian government of Venezuela ever since Hugo Chavez was first
elected. Due to the massive support by both the people and the military the U.S. has been thus far
unsuccessful in overturning the Venezuelan government. Now the U.S. is organizing a coup using Juan
Guaidó , the self-proclaimed right-wing “president”, who was never elected and is unknown. However,
Nicolas Maduro was re-elected in May, 2018 by a majority of the people of Venezuela.
Because the Bolivarian government has held control over their oil resources, has initiated great reforms in
the areas of education, health care, agriculture, and influenced popular movements throughout Latin
America and the Caribbean, the U.S. has defined Venezuela as an enemy that must be destroyed.
The U.S. has caused great suffering with their harsh economic sanctions, freezing Venezuelan bank
accounts from oil sales, support of many right-wing coup attempts, and manipulation of the media
throughout Latin America with lies about Venezuela. The U.S. never offered humanitarian aid until it could
be a tool for the Guaidó coup." https://www.facebook.com/events/366629640735843/
Urgent Action for Leonard Peltier
"Greetings Friends, Family and Supporters;
The National Office and Board of Directors, are asking that you e-mail the following Bureau of Prison
officials requesting that they re-assign the cellmate of Mr. Leonard Peltier 89637-132 to his own cell for
the following reasons:
COA/publicinformation@bop.gov SERO/ExecAssistant@bop.gov cdinicola@bop.gov
Greetings:
It is with incredible concern that I learned that Leonard Peltier 89637-132 was assigned a cellmate. This is
highly unusual as Leonard has had a single cell for a considerable amount of time, making this sudden
assignment suspect. There has been an unfortunate history with Leonard being negatively impacted by the
actions of cellmates. The time he had a cellmate in USP Lewisburg, he received disciplinary action
including a transfer to USP Coleman, for contraband Leonard had nothing to do with and he is concerned
this could happen again.
This pattern of the BOP against Mr. Peltier is similar to the time that the BOP used another Native prisoner,
Standing Deer in a plot to assassinate Mr. Peltier.
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I am against these actions on the part of the BOP which are a way to undermine Mr. Peltier’s transfer
request to be moved to FCI Oxford WI.
I am asking that you reassign Mr. Peltier’s cellmate to another location, to ensure Leonard Peltier’s safety.
Sincerely"

Joy Powell

"Joy is requesting that we do a phone campaign to Commissioner Annucci and Bedford Hills in order to
regain access to the prison law library so she can have meaningful communication with the court. This is
essential at this time. The C.O. who is in charge of the law
library has arbitrarily banned Joy from the library.
People need to call Annucci at 518-457-8126 and Bedford Hills at 914-241-3100 (ask to speak with
superintendent, which will probably not happen). Be polite but firm. State that you are
calling regarding Joyce Powell #07G0632 and request that she have access to the prison law library. This is
her right, and she is being denied arbitrarily and capriciously by one C.O. People should also write to
Annucci: Anthony J. Annucci, Dept. of Correctional and Community
Supervision, The State Office Building Campus, Albany, NY 12226 "

Update: Jan 23rd-Marzieh Hashemi has been released.

"Hours ago, we asked you to contact the Department of Justice and your Congressional representatives
and demand that Marzieh Hashemi, an American citizen who had been detained by the Federal
Government for 10 days without charge or accusation, be released at once.
Shortly after sending that email, we received notice that she has now been released from custody.
Hashemi, a prominent news anchor for Iran's Press TV, was being held in a prison facility in Washington
DC as a "material witness."
Her incarceration and treatment have elicited objections from both within the U.S. and abroad. The legality
of incarcerating a witness who has not been accused of any criminal activity has been questioned by some
law experts who say its violates the Fourth Amendment.
Her family just issued the following statement:
Marzieh Hashemi has been released from her detention without charge and is
with her family in Washington DC. Marzieh and her family will not allow this to be swept under the carpet.
They still have serious grievances and want answers as to how this was allowed to happen. They want
assurances that this won't happen to any Muslim – or any other
person – ever again.
Just as America is aware of the harassment of the Black community by the police, America needs to start
talking about the harassment of the Muslim community by the FBI.
Marzieh Hashemi will be remaining in Washington DC for the protest on Friday and calls for all cities
across the world to keep their protest.
This was never just about Marzieh Hashemi. This is about the fact that anyone of us, Muslim or non
Muslim can be imprisoned without charge in the United States.
Marzieh will be making comment in due course.
Many of you have already taken action by contacting the Department of Justice and Congress on her behalf.
We applaud your efforts! Because of you, the government knows that people are paying attention.
Thank you!– Alison Weir"
https://israelpalestinenews.org/marzieh-hashemi-released/

SIGN THE PETION

Petition: Justice For Marzieh – Uphold the 4th Amendment
"It is essential to hold the government accountable if we are to preserve fundamental freedoms that
protect us all.
Violating the rights of anyone is deeply wrong. If we allow our government to get away with this, we open
the door to future, greater violations.
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The incident with Marzieh Hashemi is just the most recent example of such governmental abuse of power.
We believe that every time this happens to anyone, and every time the government violates the Fourth
Amendment, we should actively and strenuously oppose it.
We therefore urge people to sign the following petition.
The federal government must compensate Marzieh Hashemi for jailing her, and promise it will desist from
such behavior.
Federal authorities abducted 59-year-old Marzieh Hashemi from the St. Louis airport, took her away in
shackles, held her incommunicado for 48 hours, treated her with disrespect, and imprisoned her for 10
days – even though she was never even charged with a crime.
This is deeply wrong.
If anyone else abducted an individual and held the person prisoner for 10 days, there would be
consequences. This should also be true for the federal government.
The U.S. Constitution protects all of us – regardless of race, religion, ethnicity, political persuasion, etc –
from illegal seizure and incarceration.
If the government had abducted our own grandmothers and treated them this way, we would demand
justice.
Therefore, we demand justice for Marzieh. The government should compensate her fairly and promise that
it will not repeat its behavior against others.
As Benjamin Franklin once said, “We must, indeed, all hang together, or most assuredly we shall all hang
separately.”
Go here to sign the petition:https://iak.salsalabs.org/justice-for-marzieh/index.html "
https://israelpalestinenews.org/petition-justice-for-marzieh-uphold-the-4th-amendment/

Free Marzieh Hashemi! #FreeMarziehHashemi 20 January 2019
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"Marzieh Hashemi, an anchor with Press TV and a U.S. citizen, was suddenly detained by U.S. officials in St.
Louis airport on Sunday, 13 January while visiting her birth country to visit family and gather information
for a documentary project on the Black Lives Matter movement. Hashemi, 59, is a Press TV anchor who has
interviewed a number of Palestine solidarity activists and organizers for programs on the Iranian Englishlanguage channel highlighting struggles in occupied Palestine. Learn more about the
#FreeMarziehHashemi TwitterStorm on Sunday, 20 January.
She is a mother of three and a grandmother of three. Initial reports indicated that Hashemi, who has lived
between Iran and Colorado since 2009, was initially forcibly stripped of her hijab and denied access to
halal food by her captors. Others have noted that she could be detained in an attempt at some form of
leverage by the U.S. government regarding Americans imprisoned in Iran, often on espionage charges.
Hashemi had not been contacted by government agencies or questioned prior to her sudden detention,
although her family members noted that she is frequently harassed, searched and questioned at length
when traveling through American airports." Please see full article: https://samidoun.net/2019/01/takeaction-free-marzieh-hashemi-freemarziehhashemi/
Leonard Peltier

“Greetings Friends, Family and Supporters; Jan. 21, 2019
On this holiday celebrating the life of Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. we had planned a legal visit with Leonard,
to let him know about the wonderful support that you all have shown in supporting his request for a
transfer to FCI Oxford, WI. As we researched the distance from FCI Oxford to his family in Fargo, ND we
realized that it was a day’s drive , about 460 miles to his sister, Betty’s house in Fargo. This will be the
closest he has ever been to his family in the 44 years he has been in prison.
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So please keep sending those e-mails, letters fax’s & calls in support of his move. I realize the shut-down of
the government has slowed down the process but we want thousands of pieces of support for his transfer
when the government re-opens.
Designation & Sentence Computation Center
Email: GRA-DSC/PolicyCorrespondence@bop.gov
Phone: 972-352-4400
Fax: 972-352-4395
Or write a letter of support and send to:
DESIGNATION & SENTENCE COMPUTATION CENTER, GRAND PRAIRIE OFFICE COMPLEX, 346 MARINE
FORCES DRIVE, GRAND PRAIRIE, 75051
I want to let you all know that we will have our Black AIM t-shirts back in stock in 2 weeks and the Red
Free Peltier are ready to go home with you now, thanks to the wonderful fundraiser that was held in
Austin Texas, last weekend. And last night they had an exciting fundraiser in Portland, OR. put on by the
Peltier Support group, Jericho, Red Lodge and others to build the legal support fund, for attorney Larry
Hildes, who is representing Leonard in his First Amendment case out of Tacoma, Washington. This case
will expose the FBI and retired agents in their continued harassment of Leonard struggle for justice.
I also want to acknowledge Chase Iron Eyes as the new National Spokesperson for Leonard and thank him
and Nathan Phillips, who showed how to resists with respect against racism at the Indigenous Peoples
March. Nathan is a former board member and longtime Leonard supporter as well as Sun Dance Brother
for Leonard.
Thank you again for all your support. As we share with Leonard these reports, it gives him great hope that
his struggles, and his search for justice are just around the bend, on the road we are all traveling with him
in 2019.
Please check out our website to donate to Leonard’s legal fund or shop at our store for beautiful prints, a
lithograph or other merchandise to support the National Office as we hope to be moving to WI before the
year is out.
Paulette, National Office & Board Members”
The Campaign To Bring Mumia Home

"Dear Friends,
[We] just signed the campaign: Stand with Mumia Abu-Jamal and Disinvite Larry Krasner to Yale's
Rebellious Lawyering Conference
It would mean the world to [us] if you could also add your name to this important issue. Every name that
is added builds momentum around the campaign and makes it more likely for us to get the change we
want to see.
Will you join [us] by taking action on this campaign?
https://campaigns.organizefor.org/petitions/stand-with-mumia-abu-jamal-and-disinvite-larry-krasnerto-yale-s-rebellious-lawyering-conference
After you've signed the petition please also take a moment to share it with others. It's super easy – all you
need to do is forward this email.
Thank you! "
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LA County Board of Supervisors: Do NOT Build a $4 Billion Mental Health Jail!

"County officials claim the new mental health jail, will address the needs of those living with mental health
disabilities, who are incarcerated in Los Angeles County. But the truth is: Black people who are in need of
mental health treatment will continue to be incarcerated. Any form of incarceration is harmful to our
health as a community and will only isolate people experiencing a mental health crisis. Jails rip
incarcerated people from their communities and are proven environments that worsen mental health
conditions.1
Los Angeles does not need another jail. The county needs to direct its resources and priorities towards
reducing the jail population. We need our county leaders to stop siphoning our tax dollars into systems of
punishment and instead invest solutions that have a proven track record of making our communities
whole. That’s why we’re calling on the Los Angeles Board of Supervisors to end the practice of
criminalizing and incarcerating Black people with mental health conditions and divert resources that
prioritize community-based alternatives. On January 8th, after a 7-year campaign, LA County Supervisors
Kuehl and Supervisor Solis publicly stated that they will not support the construction of a previously
approved women’s jail. This was a historic victory and now its time to stop the entire plan. If we can
amplify the pressure ahead of this vote, in just a couple short weeks, we have a real chance to stop to this
new attempt to substitute cages for mental health care.
Jails are not health care institutions. Sign our petition demanding the Los Angeles Board of Supervisors to
reject the plan to invest $4 billion into a mental health jail.
In Los Angeles, Black people with mental health disabilities are more likely to be incarcerated.2 Black
people make up a mere 9.6 percent of the population in Los Angeles, yet they constitute 31 percent of LA
County jail prisoners and 43.7 percent of those diagnosed with “serious” mental health disabilities in the
jail.3 This new mental health jail will directly endanger Black communities who do not have access to lowcost mental health-care in Los Angeles but are targeted with policing and incarceration. Twin Towers
Correctional Jail in Los Angeles County already stands as the largest mental health facility in the country.
Their pattern of neglecting the mental health of those inside disproportionately affects Black people.
The Board of Supervisors must immediately reject this $4 billion plan, and pursue public health based
alternatives that (1) expand the capacity of medical and mental health care systems, (2) divert people
from jail, (3) reduce police contact, and (4) coordinate the county's current studies, investments, and
priorities towards producing outcomes that reduce the county jail population.
Sign our petition and help us decriminalize Black mental health crisis and disability here":
https://campaigns.organizefor.org/petitions/stop-los-angeles-from-building-a-4-billion-mental-healthjail-1?akid=23083.2052451.6_cGiC&just_launched=true&rd=1&t=10
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What U Can Do to Free Mumia!
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ER Action: Noise Demo to support the Hunger Strike!

January 20th (Sunday) at 7 PM – 9 PM, Metropolitan Correction Center -NYC 150 Park Row
"In light of Trump's government shutdown, people imprisoned at the Metropolitan Correctional Center
have had family visits cancelled, medical care denied and have not been able to meet with their lawyers. In
response, those inside have launched a hunger strike to demand livable conditions.
From the New York Times:
“They have already refused a meal — I believe they refused breakfast and lunch,” said Sarah Baumgartel, a
federal public defender, who said she learned of the hunger strike from a detained prisoner whom she
represents. “My client is in the unit, he’s participating,” she added. She declined to identify the client, out of
concern he would be singled out.
The shutdown has also affected the dispensing of medication to some prisoners in the jail. Last week, a
prosecutor said at a federal court hearing in Manhattan that his office had been “informed — we don’t
have any reason to dispute this — that because of the shutdown, there are issues with prescribing
medication.” On this January 20th, Show up and make some noise in solidarity with those resisting the
racist and classist prison system! We refuse to accept a world where this is the norm."
https://www.facebook.com/events/620191435077473/

NYC: March to free Khalida Jarrar at the Women’s Unity Rally by samidoun Saturday, 19 January
9:30 am - 2:00 pm “Thurgood Marshall U.S. Courthouse, Foley Square New York, NY

Palestinian parliamentarian, feminist and leftist leader Khalida Jarrar is imprisoned without charge or
trial by the Israeli occupation. Her “administrative detention” order was renewed for the fourth time on
Thursday, October 25. Jarrar had already been jailed without charge or trial for 16 months. The new
detention order once again renewed her imprisonment for four more.
Approximately 480 Palestinian prisoners are held under “administrative detention,” out of nearly 5,500
total Palestinian political prisoners. “Administrative detention” orders are indefinitely renewable.
Palestinian prisoners have spent years at a time jailed through orders renewed repeatedly on the basis of
so-called “secret files” to which both the detainees and their lawyers are denied access.
As the end of her latest detention order nears, stand with Jarrar to demand that Israel release her, other
“administrative detainees” and all Palestinian prisoners.”
Support the Palestinian national and prisoners’ movements, the Palestinian Resistance, and the liberation
of Palestine, from the river to the sea."Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/events/281306595885893
Jan. 24: Forum to demand the release of Palestinian freedom fighter, Ahmad Sa'adat "Join
International Action Center and Workers World Party for a political forum and discussion featuring Khaled
Barakat, International Coordinator of the Campaign to Free Ahmad Sa'adat!
WHEN: Thursday, January 24 @ 6:30PM
WHERE: Solidarity Center, 147 W. 24th St, 2nd Floor
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MORE INFO ON THE CAMPAIGN TO FREE AHMAD SA'ADAT
(Source: Campaign to Free Ahmad Sa'adat):
Ahmad Sa’adat, General Secretary of the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine and member of the
Palestinian Legislative Council, is one of nearly 5,000 Palestinian political prisoners held in Israeli jails.
These political prisoners, men, women and children, are activists, organizers and political leaders of the
Palestinian people.
Sa’adat, with five other Palestinian prisoners, was kidnapped by the Israeli military on March 14, 2006
after a siege upon the prison in Jericho, where he was being held under a U.S. and British guard at a
Palestinian Authority prison.
This is a campaign of human rights activists and concerned people from around the world, coming
together to address the travesty of justice taking place, and calling for justice and freedom for Ahmad
Sa’adat and all Palestinian political prisoners."
https://www.facebook.com/events/652213828528474/
As Legislature Investigates Prison Violence, Guard Maces Prisoner Having a Seizure January 28,
2019
"While legislators were present, prisoners were locked out of the conversation, and after they left, a
violent incident occurred not yet reported in the media.
Phillip Holmes, Decarcerate MN Coalition / Twin Cities Incarcerated Workers Organizing Committee
Contact: 612-850-3963, tc.iwoc@gmail.com
As Legislature Investigates Prison Violence, Guard Maces Prisoner Having a Seizure
Last Friday January 25th, Minnesota legislatures toured Stillwater prison to learn more about violence
behind bars. While legislatures were present however, prisoners were locked out of the conversation, and
after they left, a violent incident occurred not yet reported in the media.
According to Jason*, a prisoner at Stillwater, at approximately 7:40pm an “offender was observed having a
seizure on the second tier. A second offender immediately went to assist him by applying aid so that this
person would not fall [off the tier] while having this seizure.”
Shortly thereafter, “two C.O.s were witnessed walking with their mace cans out as to indicate they were
responding to a fight. Several prisoners were heard yelling “he's having a seizure they’re not fighting!" The
unknown C.O. replied "shut up!" and preceded to mace both prisoners” says Jason. " For full article please
see: https://incarceratedworkers.org/news/legislature-investigates-prison-violence-guard-macesprisoner-having-seizure
Help Needed for Joe-Joe Bowen
"We’ve received a letter from our comrade and political prisoner Joseph “Joe-Joe” Bowen, aka The Old Man.
Last year, after four decades of continuous detention in solitary confinement, Joe-Joe was released into
general population. Recently, after a verbal argument with a corrections officer (CO) over the content of a
book Joe-Joe is writing, he was transferred to another prison and has been held in solitary confinement
since. Joe-Joe needs our help.
1. Call or email DOC Secretary John Wetzel: 717.728.2577
Ra-crpadocsecretary@pa.gov pacontactdoc@pa.gov
Demand that Wetzel not put Joseph Bowen AM4272 on the restricted release list or on permanent lockdown status. Please let us know what response you receive. NYC ABC can be reached by email at nycabc at
riseup dot net, or on twitter, instagram, or facebook at @NYCABC
2. Since his transfer, Joe-Joe has had no access to the very basics to get by in solitary confinement during a
winter in Pennsylvania: thermal underwear tops or bottoms, shower sandals, t-shirts, a towel, or
washcloths. Please donate at https://paypal.me/nycabc or send well-concealed cash, a check, or money
order (made payable to NYC ABC) to:NYC ABC, Post Office Box 110034, Brooklyn, New York 11211
Please note that the funds you are donating are for Joe-Joe.”
https://nycabc.wordpress.com/2019/01/17/helpjoe-joe
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Gov. Cuomo’s FY 2020 Budget Proposal: No Compassion, No Reform

"On Tuesday, January 15th, Governor Cuomo released his executive budget proposal. The parole
components of the budget do nothing to end the crisis of aging in prison and fail to address the Parole
Board’s woeful understaffing. They ignore decades of research and the detailed recommendations experts,
advocates, and community members have repeatedly given. The governor has once again insulted our
communities and put forward the exact same policy proposal he offered last year, now under a different
name: “compassionate” parole. See RAPP's full statement and analysis on the budget here:
http://rappcampaign.com/gov-cuomos-fy-2020-budget-proposal-no-compassion-no-reform/
Join Our Upcoming Events
THURSDAY, January 24, 2019 • 10:00am – noon • Human Justice Summit • Featuring RAPP, the Osborne
Association and others • Bronx Christian Fellowship, 1015 E. Gun Hill Rd., Bronx, NY 10459
WEDNESDAY, February 6, 2019, 6:00-8:15 pm • NY RAPP Coalition meeting • 168 Canal St., 6th Fl, NY NY
10013 • pizza & discussion • all welcome!"
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Defend Venezuela and Cuba!

Rally for #HALTsolitary at Gov Cuomo's NYC office-Thursday, February 28, 2019 at 11AM -12PM-633
3rd Avenue, New York, NY 10017
"Please join us in front of Gov. Cuomo's office urging him to pass the HALT Solitary Confinement Act S.
1623 / A.2500. Now is a critical moment in the struggle for #HALTsolitary. There is a window of
opportunity to push HALT's passage - along with other urgent changes to the injustice system. We need
you to be there on the 28th to call for NY to finally end this torture!
More info via https://www.facebook.com/NYCAIC
https://www.facebook.com/events/2191811381135379/"
Rally for #HALTsolitary at Gov Cuomo's NYC office
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Rally for #HALTsolitary at Gov Cuomo's NYC office

Amend the 13th - Save the Date
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MARCH ON WASHINGTON-March 16th-Answer coalition

"We are now just under one month away from the national march on the White House in Washington D.C.
on Saturday, March 16. As everyday people inside the United States we have a historical responsibility to
organize against endless U.S. war and empire." ANSWER Coalition

Join the Boricua Contingent for the Feb. 23rd Venezuela March!
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The Frente Independentista Boricua (Boricua Independence Front) is calling on all Puerto Rican/Boricuas
to join with us, our international allies and the people of Venezuela as we demand no U.S. intervention in
Venezuela!

We will be amassing at 12:30pm at 40 Wall St! Look for the Puerto Rican flags!

BRING YOUR FLAGS, PANDERETAS, BANNERS, AND PLACARDS WITH MESSAGES OF PUERTO RICAN
SOLIDARITY WITH VENEZUELA!
A portion of our statement in support of Venezuela:
The FRENTE INDEPENDENTISTA BORICUA (Boricua Independence Front) expresses its rejection of the
interventionist and warmongering policies promoted by the government of Washington, DC against the
brotherly people of Venezuela.
We join the calls of the international community, both countries and political bodies, human rights, trade
unions and broad social spectrums in the world, in the claim to respect the sovereign right of the people of
Venezuela to decide their form of government, who have elected, as it has done through the ballot boxes,
the political officers to lead the sister country.
We reject the campaigns of media, political and economic siege and the escalation of the military presence
in the Caribbean and Latin America.
We condemn, very particularly the positions assumed by the colonial puppet government in Puerto Rico,
adding to the shameless attacks against the brotherly people. A country, like Puerto Rico, invaded and
occupied militarily since 1898 by a foreign power (read USA), with a collapsed economy, where corruption
and pillage of public funds reign and without recognized international legal personality; It is not precisely
in the best position to give an opinion on how others should lead their destinies."

Community News, Articles and Updates
INTIFADA STREET Check out the Revolutionary Artwork of Mohammad Hamza!
"INTIFADA STREET is an explosion of artistic expression that aims to reflect the
more than average discontent one feels about the injustice in the world. It owes
a lot to the Resistance Art that has carried the fight in raising awareness of
inequalities in the world for generations.
So in that spirit of revolutionary art Intifada Street aims to carry the flag and
introduce resistance art to a new generation of people – YOU.
Intifada Street – It has arrived... “

http://www.intifadastreet.com/gallery-1/4590201753
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MOHAMMAD HAMZA
"Born in middle England, in the heart of Yorkshire in 1977, Hamza has been involved in the activism
sphere since early adulthood. Having recognised the power of visual art as a teenager, he would go on to
develop a project which was a decade in the making.
After growing up on powerful revolutionary based art, culture & history, Hamza designed his first artistic
outpour in his late teens. However, with his first love always being outwardly active in projecting the
stories of the oppressed it was only in his early 30's did he advance in finding a different medium to
project the indignation he felt towards the injustice in the world. Shortly after completing a BA Honours in
Architecture, Hamza founded INTIFADA STREET of which he is the Creative Director for 10 years.
During that astronomical rise he has designed album art for various hiphop musicians including M1
(Mutulu - Dead Prez) & Marcel Cartier. In addition working with various grassroots organisations from the
Free Mumia Campaign & Existence is Resistance, to the Malcolm X Movement & NUS Black Students. He is
currently working with Sputnik Radio on the Loud & Clear Show with Brian Becker.

http://www.intifadastreet.com/bio/4591490109

In the fall of 2010, Hamza travelled to Gaza and on his return this spiritual experience breathed new life,
colour & message into his expression. Ever since, his work has taken new dimensions continuing the
labyrinth & indeed spirit of his artistic heroes Emory Douglas & Naji al-Ali that he proceeded. Hamza’s
work has featured at the Islamic Human Rights Commission in London, in the I Am Hiphop Magazine & a
permanent collection in The Palestine Poster Project Archives.”
http://www.intifadastreet.com/bio/459149010
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http://www.intifadastreet.com/gallery-3/4590202632

http://www.intifadastreet.com/gallery-3/4590202632
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http://www.intifadastreet.com/gallery-1/4590201753

http://www.intifadastreet.com/gallery-2/4590202619
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http://www.intifadastreet.com/about/4590201752

“Feel free to stay in touch http://www.intifadastreet.com/intifada-street/4590201879
& for further art enquiries: HAMZ_1977@HOTMAIL.COM
Follow us on:
Facebook Page: INTIFADA STREET
Twitter: @HANZ_REVO
Instagram: @HANZ_REVO "
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What happened at the Brooklyn jail is part of a deeper human rights crisis

Bonnie Kerness - February 12, 2019
"Recent headlines over the plight of people imprisoned in the Metropolitan Detention Center (MDC) in
Brooklyn begs for a deeper look into the conditions of confinement in the U.S. prisons, jails, and juvenile
and immigrant detention facilities. Although the electricity and heat are back on at the Brooklyn federal
facility, the continuing and staggering neglect that led to this humanitarian crises continues – and will
continue. Not only did the federal officials lie about conditions at the facility, they refuse to acknowledge
the situation as part of a deeper human rights crisis.
For the staff and volunteers at the AFSC Healing Justice and Prison Watch Programs, what happened in
Brooklyn reflects the heart-rending testimonies we receive daily from prisoners and their families
throughout the country. We hear about how prisons use isolation for immigrants, distribute poor-quality
food made being provided by companies, lack appropriate physical and psychological medical care, and
neglect the elderly and youth. The culture of cruelty from one human to another is often beyond
understanding, and certainly beyond being acceptable.
In the same week that the MDC prisoners called out of their windows to protestors and family members
that they were without heat, hot water, electricity and sanitation, we received word of arsenic being found
in the water of the Atlanta federal facility." For full article please see: https://www.afsc.org/blogs/newsand-commentary/what-happened-brooklyn-jail-part-deeper-human-rights-crisis

Prisons Across the U.S. Are Quietly Building Databases of Incarcerated People’s Voice
Prints The Intercept, Jan. 30, 2019

George Joseph, Debbie Nathan in partnership with The Appeal
"Roughly six months ago at New York’s Sing Sing prison, John Dukes says he was brought out with
cellmates to meet a corrections counselor. He recalls her giving him a paper with some phrases and
offering him a strange choice: He could go up to the phone and utter the phrases that an automated voice
would ask him to read, or he could choose not to and lose his phone access altogether.
Dukes did not know why he was being asked to make this decision, but he felt troubled as he heard other
men ahead of him speaking into the phone and repeating certain phrases from the sheets the counselors
had given them.: For full article please see: https://theintercept.com/2019/01/30/prison-voice-printsdatabases-securus/

Morton Sobell, Last Defendant in Rosenberg Spy Case, Is Dead at 101

January 30, 2019
"Morton Sobell, who was convicted in the Cold War spy trial that delivered Julius and Ethel Rosenberg to
their deaths and divided the nation for decades, died on Dec. 26 in Manhattan, his son, Mark, confirmed on
Wednesday. He was 101.
Mr. Sobell, whose death was not reported at the time, had lived in the Bronx and then on the Upper West
Side and had recently been in a nursing home.
Serving 18 years in prison until 1969, Mr. Sobell asserted his innocence until 2008, when, in an interview
with The New York Times, he startled his defenders by reversing himself and admitting that he had indeed
been a Soviet spy.
“Yeah, yeah, yeah, call it that,” he said. “I never thought of it as that in those terms.”
In the interview, he also implicated Mr. Rosenberg in a conspiracy that supplied the Soviets with nonatomic military and industrial secrets stolen from the United States government." For full article please
see: https://www.nytimes.com/2019/01/30/obituaries/morton-sobell-dead.html

Detainees Describe an American Presence in Their Torture Chambers

Spencer Ackerman - 1.31.19
When it came time for the interrogators to question a Yemeni man The Daily Beast will call Salvatore, they
blindfolded their prisoner and set Salvatore before a two-man team. One was an Emirati. Beside him,
Salvatore could hear another man whispering in English—in what Salvatore thought was an American
accent. The Emirati called him John.
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Salvatore, who admits that 20 years ago he was a member of al Qaeda, understood John to be American; he
recalled being interrogated by Americans before. Now, with the U.S. a part of the Saudi-Emirati coalition
bombarding Yemen since March 2015, Salvatore suspected the Americans had taken a renewed interest in
him. John would whisper something, and the Emirati would question Salvatore." For full article please see:
https://www.thedailybeast.com/detainees-describe-an-american-presence-in-their-torture-chambers?
via=ios

Locked Inside a Freezing Federal Jail, They United to Protest Their Conditions — Only to Face
Reprisals
Emma Whitford - February 16, 2019
“Jordan remembers jolting awake in his cell at the Metropolitan Detention Center in Brooklyn, New York, in the
early-morning hours of Saturday, February 2. He had been hit with pepper spray to the face. Jordan, who The
Intercept is identifying by a pseudonym, said guards sprayed and shackled him and his cellmate, then led them,
partially blinded, to a shower area to rinse off. Next, he spent several hours in a “freezing” unit wearing only
boxers and a T-shirt, before being transferred to solitary confinement.
“Their objective was to make an example out of my cellie and i,” Jordan, who has since been relocated to
another federal detention facility, wrote to The Intercept.
The raid on the cell came after the men locked up on his unit — having endured six days without heat,
electricity, phone access, or hot meals — decided to cover their cell doors with cardboard, towels, and toilet
paper in order to disrupt the guards’ daily tally of incarcerated people. “We were tryin to demonstrate that
enough was enough,” Jordan explained through email. “anybody with a brain and a tad bit of self respect would
think to protest those conditions. we just wanted to be treated like humans.” For full article please see:
https://theintercept.com/2019/02/16/metropolitan-detention-center-mdc-brooklyn-jail/

Opioid Crisis Forum - incl. Lincoln Detox history “From Bob Lederer:
Folks, This is a forum sponsored by the organization of which I'm Executive Director, Physicians for a National
Health Program - NY Metro Chapter. It's the major advocacy group by doctors and other public health
professionals working to achieve single-payer healthcare in New York State and nationwide. I'm pleased that
our forum this month will include a focus on Lincoln Detox, the radical chemical addiction treatment center
organized by the Puerto Rican Young Lords, Black Panthers, and white radical healthcare workers in 1970
through a militant takeover of the nurses' residence at Lincoln Hospital. We will show a videoed talk by Walter
Bosque, one of the former Young Lords pioneers of Lincoln Detox who became a certified acupuncturist, and a
clip from the excellent documentary on Lincoln Detox released last year. I will be moderating the event.
Hope you can make it!
Bob"
Demands for Parole Justice Rock the Capitol
From RAPP Campaign: Albany, Tuesday, January 29: A broad coalition of advocates, formerly incarcerated
people and community leaders from theRelease Aging People in Prison/RAPP Campaign, Parole
Preparation Project, the #HALTsolitary Campaign, Osborne Association, Brooklyn Defenders Services,
Chief Defenders Association of New York, New York State Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers, and
state lawmakers rallied during the NYS legislature’s budget hearing on public protections in support of
significant changes to the state’s parole release process. The coalition demanded that Governor Cuomo’s
executive budget proposal include funding to fully staff the State Parole Board and to support advocate-led
efforts to release older people from prison. They called on the Assembly and Senate to pass legislation that
will ensure parole release is based on rehabilitation and individuals’ current risk to public safety (S497); a
bill to establish elder parole for incarcerated older people (S2144), and to support a fully staffed and
rehabilitation-based Parole Board. National expert on sentencing and parole, Nicole Porter (Washington,
D.C.), and leaders of the faith-based and crime victims’ communities joined advocates pleas for sweeping
reforms.
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The coalition demanded that Governor Cuomo’s executive budget proposal include funding to fully staff
the State Parole Board and to support advocate-led efforts to release older people from prison. They called
on the Assembly and Senate to pass legislation that will ensure parole release is based on rehabilitation
and individuals’ current risk to public safety (S497); a bill to establish elder parole for incarcerated older
people (S2144), and to support a fully staffed and rehabilitation-based Parole Board. National expert on
sentencing and parole, Nicole Porter (Washington, D.C.), and leaders of the faith-based and crime victims’
communities joined advocates pleas for sweeping reforms. Jose Saldana, Director of the Release Aging
People in Prison Campaign said, “RAPP is calling on our elected representatives to make sweeping and
genuine criminal justice reforms that serve the interests of the communities they represent, not special
interest groups. Governor Cuomo’s budget proposal is woefully inadequate. For parole reform to have any
meaningful impact, it must include a fully staffed Parole Board with 19 diversified commissioners, and the
passage of Fair and Timely and Elder Parole. We demand an end to the Parole Board’s paradigm of
perpetual punishment. The true meaning of ‘parole’ is to make a fair and impartial evaluation for release
based on who the parole applicant is today, not who they were decades ago.”
“I am proud to support Fair and Timely Parole (S497) and Elder Parole (S2144) as part of the criminal
justice reform agenda for our state. I will also work tirelessly toward the full staffing of the Parole Board to
ensure that it is able to assess eligibility for parole in an effective and fair manner,” said State Senator
Luis Sepulveda, Chair of the Senate Crime Victims, Crime and Correction Committee (SD-32). “These
reforms are meaningful first steps toward moving us away from the failed path of mass incarceration. It is
an honor to stand alongside advocates and fight for a more just New York.”
“Supporting reform in our parole system is not only the right thing to do, but smart policy,” said
Assemblymember David I. Weprin, Assembly Correction Committee Chair. “By ensuring we allow
individuals the opportunity for a second chance while keeping the public’s safety in mind with a fair
review process; we can protect the public, ensure we’re not spending exorbitant amounts on incarceration
while making for a better and more compassionate New York.”
Nicole Porter, Director of Advocacy at the Sentencing Project (Washington D.C.) said, “New York is
among a handful of states acknowledged to be leading the country in decarceration. Yet, the state’s prison
population is more than double its 1980 levels and has some of the nation’s highest numbers of
incarcerated older people and those serving life sentences. Mass incarceration will not be meaningfully
addressed unless lifelong prison terms are challenged.”
State Senator Brad Hoylman (SD-27) said, “Our criminal justice system is broken and has been for
decades. Elder parole (S.2144) is the first of many necessary steps we must take to reverse the decades of
failed policy that has led to mass incarceration across our state. There’s no justice in a system that denies
fairness to so many, and I will continue to work with my Assembly co-sponsor David Weprin, and the
Release Aging People in Prison Campaign towards meaningful criminal justice reform this session.”
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“For far too long, our State’s Parole Board has not been fulfilling its duty and has left thousands of New
Yorkers stranded behind bars because they lack the willpower or manpower to adequately assess cases,”
said State Senator Gustavo Rivera (SD-33). “Along with colleagues of the Senate Majority Conference, I
will continue to relentlessly fight to implement common-sense measures that focus on rehabilitation,
instead of punishment and truly improve the parole system for incarcerated individuals.”
“I stand with advocates in demanding a just parole system,” said State Senator Julia Salazar (SD-18).
“The Parole Board must be fully staffed in order to properly fulfill its responsibility to fairly review each
person’s eligibility for parole. In addition, I support establishing a presumption of eligibility for parole
once an individual has completed their minimum sentence, and fully support the release from prison of
elderly incarcerated people, who pose a low risk of re-offending. We must continue to find ways to reduce
New York’s reliance on long-term incarceration. These bills are important steps towards that goal.”
“When someone has served their time for mistakes made in the past, the decision on their parole should
not stretch endlessly into the future,” said State Senator Zellnor Myrie (SD-20). “These essential reforms
will move us closer to a justice system that will affirm the dignity and humanity of returning citizens and
give them a fair and timely chance to begin again.”
“The Crime Victims Treatment Center stands with our partners in seeking increased funding for the Parole
Board and a holistic, trauma-informed reformation of the parole process in New York State,” said
Christopher Bromson, Executive Director of the Crime Victims Treatment Center. “Over the past four
decades, we have been at the vanguard of the victim services community, continuously working to break
down barriers that stand between survivors of violence and the powerful healing services that we and our
colleagues offer. We recognize that many individuals enter the criminal justice system with histories of
trauma, and that more may experience devastating sexual victimization during their incarceration. And yet
we also believe that healing and change are possible. The Parole Board is uniquely positioned to bear
witness to that human capacity for change, and to affirm the possibility of healing from violence. By
moving toward thoughtful reform, we can make sure it continues to serve that purpose. And that’s not lost
on survivors – both those in our communities, and those behind bars.”
“It’s no secret that the New York State Parole System is in dire need of repair. Simply put, the continuous
parole denial of individuals who have completed their mandatory minimum sentences, satisfied their
required rehabilitative programming, and in the interest of public-safety, been determined to be least
likely to reoffend makes no sense and is definitely not a good way to spend taxpayers’ money. We all bear
the burden and share a general responsibility for reforming an unjust and broken parole system. To that
end, we at Brooklyn Defender Services relentlessly advocate for a more balanced and transparent system,
and we thank bill sponsors Senator Rivera, Senator Hoylman, and Assembly Member Weprin for
championing these urgent reforms,” said Samuel Hamilton, Reentry Advocate at Brooklyn Defender
Services. “Osborne is proud to stand with our elected officials, fellow direct service providers, and
advocates to call for a fully staffed Parole Board, fair and timely release for people eligible for parole, and
elder parole for those aging, sick, and dying in prison. For more than 85 years, our work in prisons has
shown us people’s capacity to take responsibility for the harm they have caused and transform their lives,”
said Liz Gaynes, President and CEO of the Osborne Association. “If enacted, these proposals will
ensure that we have safe and effective alternatives to endless punishment. We cannot punish our way to
public safety or continue to incarcerate people into old age and death; it is not who we are and it comes
with a tremendous human and financial cost.”
“As a longtime criminal defense attorney and President of the New York State Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers, I’m honored to join formerly incarcerated New Yorkers and other advocates in calling for
critical reforms to help end mass incarceration in New York State. Today, defenders are convening in
Albany to urge immediate passage of open, early, and automatic discovery reform (S.1716-Bailey/A.1431Lentol). We also express our strong support for urgent parole justice measures, including Elder Parole and
Fair and Timely Parole. Ultimately, we must overhaul the system from the front end and the back to make
it more fair and just,” said Lori Cohen, President of the New York State Association of Criminal
Defense Lawyers. The 100+ advocates marched through the Capitol building, rallied on the Million Dollar
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Staircase, and met with some 30 members of the Assembly and Senate to secure support for the three
initiatives—and to introduce them to the people of New York who elected them and are now urging them
to make the changes we need in order to bring our elders home, heal our families and neighborhoods, and
bring justice to New York. At least three lawmakers added their sponsorship to the Fair and Timely Parole
and Elder Parole bills, joining the lead sponsors of the two bills, Senator Gustavo Rivera, Senator Brad
Hoylman, and Assemblymember David Weprin.
After the rally, members of RAPP, the Sentencing Project, and the Campaign for Alternatives to
Isolated Confinement testified at the legislative budget hearing. (Click on group names to read
testimony. Watch video of RAPP, video of Nicole Porter of the Sentencing Project , and video of
DOCCS Acting Commissioner Annucci’s testimony) SAVE TUESDAY, May 14, 2019 to join our next
major Albany advocacy day for parole justice.

Anthony Myrie Mysteriously Dies at Greene Correctional Facility and His Body is Missing
Miss2Bees The Source, February 14, 2019
“Anthony Myrie, 24, mysteriously passed away during his time at NYS Greene Correctional Facility. His
brother and wife made the announcement on Instagram desperately seeking answers from the detention
center because they called Anthony’s family to say that he passed away but the location of his body is
unknown. In the lengthy announcement, it stated that Anthony was on the phone with his wife when he
was taken to the box by correctional officers. His wife called the facility to find out why her husband was
being placed in the box but didn’t get any answers. After about an hour, she received a call saying he was in
critical condition, and then an hour after that, she was notified that he passed by another inmate’s family.
“They Then Told Her That They Had Sent His Body To Albany Medical Center …. She Called Them … THEY
HAVE NO RECORDS Of Him Ever Being Admitted …. SO WHERE IS HIS BODY??!!” Anthony’s brother wrote
in the IG post. Anthony Myrie would’ve been celebrating his 25th birthday next month but unfortunately,
his life was cut short and his family just want answers. He was arrested in November 2018 for criminal
sale of a controlled substance in the third degree. His tentative release date was Summer 2024. “
Inmate dies in Greene County prison “Family says state offers no answers in case that’s drawing
attention for Grammy winner Cardi BBy Steve Hughes

“Updated 6:30pm EST, Thursday, February 14, 2019, Albany Times Union COXSACKIE -- The state
Department of Corrections and Community Supervision is investigating after an inmate died at Greene
Correctional Facility. Anthony Myrie, 24, died on Monday, according to DOCCS website. He arrived at the
prison in November and was serving a sentence for an attempted drug sale in New York City. The state told
News10, the ABC affiliate in Albany, that Myrie died following an incident involving several inmates. But
Myrie's wife and brother have posted on Instagram saying that he was on the phone with his wife that day
when correctional officers came to take him to a solitary housing cell, informally known as "The Box."
According to their posts, the family member of another inmate got in touch with Myrie's wife and
confirmed he had been sent to solitary. When she called the prison they told her he was in general
population. Around 4:30 p.m. the prison called her back and said that he was in critical condition and a
second phone call around 5:20 p.m. saying Myrie had died. The family says they have not received any
information on what lead to Myrie's death. Thomas Mailey, a spokesman for DOCCS, said the agency was
making no comment on the death and would not say how Myrie died. Myrie was serving a 7-year sentence
after being convicted of attempted criminal sale of a controlled substance in Manhattan. He started his
sentence on Nov. 15, 2018.
Myrie's body is currently at the Albany County Medical Examiner's Office, according to News10. Myrie's
family have said on Instagram they have not been able to locate his body. Their posts caught the attention
of Grammy winning rapper Cardi B, who shared her own story of allegedly seeing friends abused by
correctional officers at the prison. In 2016, the Times Union published a story about systemic abuse of
inmates by prison officers, including a case at Greene Correctional Facility in Coxsackie where several
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officers faced discipline for an incident in which a gang member was put into the cell of an Albany man,
Matthew Thornton, and told by a sergeant to "take care of business." The gang member, Raffi Mata, then
attacked Thornton.Thornton, who died in 2016 at the age of 37 after being released from prison, told the
Times Union that officers sent Mata into his cell as payback for complaints, including formal grievances, he
filed against officers. In another incident, Thornton said guards attacked him in a prison van, pulling a bag
over his head to prevent him from breathing as they threatened him for filing grievances. The inspector
general referred Thornton's case at the Greene County prison to the U.S. Attorney's office in Albany, but
that office took no action even though two prison officers were fired and an arbitrator found them
responsible for Thornton's beating.”

DJ Free Leonard Newsletter Feb. 2019

“ New InterviewMiguel Molina, Jr. sits down with DJ Free Leonard to discuss
his impact on Native Rights Hip Hop for over 10 years.
https://kpfa.org/episode/la-onda-bajita-january-25-2019
New Music**"Let's Get It In" by DJ Free Leonard featuring Young Dirty Bastard of Wu Tang
https://djfreeleonard.bandcamp.com/track/lets-get-it-in-feat-young-dirty-bastard-of-wu-tang
New Music VideoPine Ridge Rez by DJ Free Leonard Produced by EA-Ski
https://youtu.be/2utwqzEiJ6Y
Upcoming Shows-Friday February 15 - Joseph's in Los Angeles
Ras Kass, Planet Asia, Pharcyde, & Broken Treaty Poet (DJ Free Leonard)
$15 - 7pm to 12pm - E-mail me for tickets/guest-list
-Saturday, February 16 - Chain Reaction Anaheim, CA
Broken Treaty Poet with DJ Soul Life+ Special Guests
Upcoming ReleasesThe Lineage EP (Baby Eazy E & Broken Treaty Poet)
M.O.M. EP by DJ Free Leonard
To Become Human "Single" by DJ Free Leonard Feat. The Last Poets “
“NOTE: If you send the updates & announcements to Connor Stevens, he has
been moved:
Connor Stevens #57978-060
FTC Oklahoma City
Post Office Box 898801
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73189 “

US: Tasers Claimed 49 Lives in 2018 Through Police Violence February 4, 2019

"Taser death is a form of police violence that is claiming lives in the United States despite being called nonlethal, a recent Reuters report revealed.
Warren Ragudo died after two Taser shocks by police intervening in a family altercation. Ramzi Saad died
after a Taser shock by police during a dispute between Saad and his mother. Chinedu Okobi died after
police used a Taser to subdue him in a confrontation they blamed on his refusal to stop walking in traffic.
All three were unarmed. All three had histories of mental illness. And all three died last year in a single
northern California county, San Mateo.
They were among at least 49 people who died in 2018 after being shocked by police with a Taser, a similar
number as in the previous two years, according to a Reuters review of police records, news reports, and
court documents." Please see full article here: https://www.telesurenglish.net/news/US-Tasers-Claimed49-Lives-in-2018-Through-Police-Violence-20190204-0012.html
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As Trial Starts for Border Humanitarian Volunteers, New Documents Reveal Federal
Bureaucrats’ Obsession With Stopping Activists Ryan Devereaux - January 17, 2019

Trump administration prosecutors are seeking to present the actions of No More Deaths volunteers on
trial this week as straightforward violations of straightforward regulations. But hundreds of pages of
internal government documents and communications, obtained by The Intercept through a Freedom of
Information Act request with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, map the deterioration of negotiations
between No More Deaths and federal land managers, ultimately leading to the prosecutions.
The documents, many of which have taken center stage at this week’s trial, reveal the central role a
supervisory official at a remote U.S. Fish and Wildlife office played in driving the prosecutions. They also
show that, while Fish and Wildlife officers have been critical in collecting bodies in the Arizona desert,
they have also actively removed food and water left by humanitarian groups in order to keep people from
dying, while maintaining blacklists of the humanitarian volunteers that placed the supplies in the desert.
The newly released materials illustrate how generations of hard-line border enforcement measures collide
with government wilderness preservation priorities, creating a situation in which thousands of people
have died and the actions of those working to prevent further loss of life have been criminalized in the
name of environmental conservation." Please see full article here
"https://theintercept.com/2019/01/17/no-more-deaths-border-documents-trial/

FBI Special Agent in Charge Paul Young plotted conspiracy against Black Panthers by
richardsonreports

"On August 1, 1966, rioting rocked the Near-Northside as Paul Young began his duties as Special Agent in
Charge of the Omaha Federal Bureau of Investigation office, his first command. Young could not foresee the
awful deed he would commit four years later, allowing a policeman's killer to get away with murder.
Omaha's explosive racial problems dominated Young's attention.
FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover, unhappy with President Lyndon Johnson over civil rights legislation, made it
a practice of flooding the White House staff with every racial incident in the country that came to the
attention of the FBI network of field offices. Hoover submitted a written report to the White House on
events in Omaha during Young's first day on the job.
“Approximately 50 Negro youths gathered in the Negro district of Omaha, Nebraska, during the early
morning of July 31, 1966. The group became unruly and broke windows in several business
establishments. Before any looting occurred, however, the Omaha Police Department arrived on the scene
and arrested six individuals. The group was dispersed and order restored.”
“During the late evening of July 31, 1966, and early morning of August 1, 1966, Negro youths again took to
similar activities. Seven stores were looted and at least four stores were the object of fire bombs. Fifty
extra police officers were dispatched to the Negro area of Omaha where 17 individuals were arrested on
suspicion of burglary and a crowd of about 150 individuals was dispersed. One Negro boy, aged 18, was
struck by shotgun pellets as he left a liquor store that had been burglarized.” For full article please see:
https://richardsonreports.wordpress.com/2019/01/18/fbi-special-agent-in-charge-paul-youngplottedconspiracy-against-black-panthers/
FBI Assistant Director John Mohr got cash bonus after fix in Omaha Two case
Michael Richardson - February 4, 2019
"John Mohr was in charge of the Administrative Division of the Federal Bureau of Investigation when he
received a $250 cash bonus from Director J. Edgar Hoover. While Hoover was on vacation, Mohr conspired
with the head of the FBI Laboratory, Ivan Willard Conrad, Assistant Director Charles Brennan, and the
Special Agent in Charge in Omaha, Paul Young, to withhold a lab report on the identity of a policeman’s
killer. The misdeed was followed by the cash award immediately upon Hoover’s return.
Mohr oversaw communications between the field offices and the FBI Laboratory. Under the clandestine
COINTELPRO counterintelligence program, Hoover had ordered Young in December 1969 to use an
“imaginative” approach to remove Edward Poindexter and David Rice, later Wopashitwe Mondo Eyen we
Langa, from Omaha’s streets. The two men were leaders of the local Black Panther Party affiliate chapter
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called the National Committee to Combat Fascism. Hoover had declared the Black Panthers as the number
one threat to domestic security. The August 17, 1970 bombing murder of Patrolman Larry Minard, Sr. gave
Young the opportunity he needed to satisfy Hoover’s demands. Poindexter and Rice would be blamed for
the bombing where police were lured to a vacant house by an anonymous 911 caller. At headquarters,
William Bradley, a supervisor under Mohr, sent a memorandum to Conrad at the FBI Laboratory." Please
see full article here: https://richardsonreports.wordpress.com/2019/02/04/fbi-assistant-director-johnmohr-got-cash-bonus-after-fix-in-omaha-two-case/

Jersey Panther Cubs Spotlight Mumia Saturday! January 19, 2019
THE NJ BLACK PANTHER PARTY COMMEMORATION COMMITTEE

“To move a blade of grass is to change the world…”
Huey P. Newton
JERSEY PANTHER CUBS CONTINUE ‘REAL’ PANTHER SERIES
SPOTLIGHTS MUMIA ABU JAMAL, THE 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE COMMUNITY SURVIVAL PROGRAMS
OF THE BLACK PANTHER PARTY
“On Saturday, January 19th, the NJ Black Panther Party Commemoration Committee continues its ‘Real
‘Panther Series with ‘To Serve The People Body And Soul-An Appreciation of the 50th Anniversary of the
Community Survival Programs of the Black Panther Party!
It takes place at The Source Of Knowledge Book Store, 867 Broad Street, Newark from 4 to 6pm.
Special Guest Presenter will be Pam Africa of the International Concerned Family and Friends of Mumia
AbuJamal!
Abu-Jamal, arguably the best known political prisoner in the world, just won the right to have his appeals
reinstated in the Pennsylvania State Courts. Philadelphia’s new District Attorney Larry Krasner has not
stated whether or not his office will appeal the ruling favorable to imperiled revolutionary journalist.
“A Black Republican judge was able to see how legal principle dictated that ruling granting Mumia the right
to reinstate his appeal rights.” Let’s see if this so-called Progressive liberal DA who had the very judge at
issue in the decision on his transition team has the human decency to see the same thing and honor that
decision,” explained Zayid Muhammad, a co-founder of the Committee.
Abu-Jamal joined the Black Panther Party in 1968 at fourteen years old after he was assaulted by a
Philadelphia Police officer at rally for George Wallace, the notorious former segregationist Governor of
Alabama, who was running for President. Abu-Jamal and some of his teenage friends were assaulted for
being “hecklers” at the rally. Although only a teenager, Abu-Jamal demonstrated amazingly mature gifts as
a writer that would ultimately propel him into a distinguished journalism career, having even sojourned to
Oakland at times to work on the Party’s legendary newspaper. This background, his shunning commercial
careerism as a journalist, his revealing coverage of the MOVE Organization and the violent hostilities they
were facing from the Police, including the killing of a MOVE infant Life Africa, would further put him in the
crosshairs of the Philadelphia Police Department for.
On December 9, 1981, AbuJamal was shot by a police officer approaching the scene of an incident
involving his brother. That incident turned out to be the killing of Philadelphia Police Officer Daniel
Faulkner. Abu-Jamal was railroaded to death row over the Faulkner incident for decades until a Federal
Court overturned his death sentence without addressing key exculpatory evidence at his trial several years
ago. These new developments may represent his best chance to finally clear his name.
In January 1969, the Black Panther Party expanded its commitment to Community Survival Programs
inspired by the enormous community appreciation they received for their Breakfast Programs. Over the
course their bold appearance on the stage of history, the Black Panther Party ultimately produced 62
original community survival programs, including its groundbreaking screenings for Sickle Cell Anemia, a
disease particular to people of African descent, and its lead-poisoning screenings.
This moving engagement will take place at The Source of Knowledge Bookstore, 867 Broad Street Newark
at 4pm... 973 202 0745; 973 738 2205 njbppcom50@gmail.com “
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‘You’re Going to Let Me Die From This’: Prisoners Fight to Access a Hepatitis-C Cure

By Elizabeth Weill-Greenberg - January 25, 2019
“Inmates are being denied treatment, and it’s creating an epidemic.
On May 15, 2017, after serving 37 years, David Maldonado was released from prison. He had been
sentenced to life for a murder he committed when he was 16. But for Maldonado, getting out was about
more than freedom; his release might have also saved his life. In 1997, Maldonado was diagnosed with
chronic hepatitis C—a disease, now curable, that the state of Pennsylvania had refused to treat. “Society
really didn’t care whether I lived or died,” he told me recently.
Hepatitis C is caused by a virus that infects and inflames the liver; it’s spread through blood, most often via
intravenous drug use. Between 75 and 85 percent of those infected with hepatitis C develop chronic
hepatitis C, which can lead to liver scarring, liver cancer, cirrhosis, and death. It’s the most deadly
infectious disease in the United States, killing around 20,000 people a year—more than the next 60
infectious diseases combined.
Prisons are at the epicenter of this epidemic; an estimated 20 percent of incarcerated individuals carry the
virus, compared to about 1 percent of the general population, according to American Association for the
Study of Liver Diseases and the Infectious Diseases Society of America (AASLD/IDSA)." For full article
please see: https://www.thenation.com/article/prisons-hepatitis-c-treatment/

COURT FINDS SYSTEMIC CONSTITUTIONAL VIOLATIONS BY CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF
CORRECTIONS Extends Settlement to End Indefinite Solitary Confinement in California

January 28, 2019, Eureka –“ Late Friday, a federal judge found that the California Department of
Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) is systemically violating the due process rights of prisoners. The
judge ruled that CDCR is violating the Constitution by repeatedly relying on unreliable and even fabricated
confidential information to send California prisoners to solitary confinement. The court also found CDCR
is using constitutionally flawed gang validations to deny people in prison a fair opportunity for parole.
As a result of evidence submitted by the prisoners’ legal team, the judge extended by one year the terms of
an historic settlement agreement to end indefinite solitary confinement in California prisons, including a
provision allowing monitoring by plaintiffs’ counsel.
“The purpose of the settlement was to eradicate constitutional violations related to CDCR’s use of solitary
confinement. Unfortunately, California is still violating our clients’ fundamental rights to due process. This
ruling is an opportunity to remedy those continuing violations,” said Senior Staff Attorney at the Center for
Constitutional Rights Rachel Meeropol. “It also sends a clear message to CDCR and California’s new
governor: until the constitutional violations end, the courts will be watching.” For full article article please
see: https://ccrjustice.org/home/press-center/press-releases/court-finds-systemic-constitutionalviolations-california
Legal Victory! Court grants extension of monitoring in solitary confinement case
"Solitary Confinement Rally – On January 25, a federal judge found that the California Department of
Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) is systemically violating the due process rights of class members in
LSPC’s solitary confinement case. While our two-year monitoring period was technically over in October
2017, our litigation team, led by the Center for Constitutional Rights, filed a motion to extend the
monitoring period based on CDCR’s continuing misuse of confidential information and flawed gang
validations. CDCR uses this unreliable evidence to place class members back in security housing units
(SHU) and deny them parole.
The court stated, “Plaintiffs have provided the court with ample evidentiary examples that demonstrate
that CDCR’s old process for gang validation was constitutionally infirm.” The court also focused on how
CDCR distorts confidential information, information which is sometimes fabricated.
This is the third court ruling that has ordered a monitoring extension. The first two rulings, issued last
July, concerned class members continuing to be in isolated housing in level IV prisons and in a new
restricted custody unit at Pelican Bay State Prison. Those rulings have been stayed pending CDCR’s appeal
to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. These rulings send a clear message to CDCR: until the constitutional
violations end, the courts will be watching. They also provide an opportunity for our newly elected
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governor and legislature to address and remedy these issues. Read the Court order granting the extension
here: http://hosted-p0.vresp.com/325464/df43ef3287/ARCHIVE
For more information about our campaign against solitary confinement, contact Carol Strickman at:
carol@prisonerswithchildren.org / 415.625.7043 "

How Police, Private Security, and Energy Companies Are Preparing for a New Pipeline
Standoff Will Parrish, Alleen Brown - January 30 2019

"Minnesota police have spent 18 months preparing for a major standoff over Enbridge Line 3, a tar sands
oil pipeline that has yet to receive the green light to build in the state. Records obtained by The Intercept
show that law enforcement has engaged in a coordinated effort to identify potential anti-pipeline camps
and monitor individual protesters, repeatedly turning for guidance to the North Dakota officials
responsible for the militarized response at Standing Rock in 2016.
Enbridge, a Canada-based energy company that claims to own the world’s longest fossil fuel
transportation network, has labeled Line 3 the largest project in its history. If completed, it would replace
1,031 miles of a corroded existing pipeline that spans from Alberta’s tar sands region to refineries and a
major shipping terminal in Wisconsin, expanding the pipeline’s capacity by hundreds of thousands of
barrels per day.
The expanded Line 3 would pass through the territories of several Ojibwe bands in northern Minnesota,
home to sensitive wild rice lakes central to the Native communities’ spiritual and physical sustenance.
Given that tar sands are among the world’s most carbon-intensive fuel sources, Line 3 opponents
underline that the pipeline is exactly the kind of infrastructure that must be rapidly phased out to meet
scientists’ prescriptions for mitigating climate disasters." For full article please see:
https://theintercept.com/2019/01/30/enbridge-line-3-pipeline-minnesota/

Brooklyn detainees bang on prison windows for help during cold weather blackout
(VIDEO) RT NEWSLETTER (February 2, 2019)

“Shocking footage filmed outside a federal prison in Brooklyn, New York, shows inmates apparently
banging on the walls and windows of their cells to draw attention to their freezing conditions.
The Metropolitan Detention Center, which holds pre-trial detainees, has been without any heat or hot
water since January 21, and a small electrical fire on January 27 means inmates and workers are now
without any lighting.” Please see video here:
https://www.rt.com/usa/450422-brooklyn-prisoners-plead-freezing-winter/?
utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=Email
‘Vicious’ And ‘Brutal’” — Life Inside a Freezing Federal Prison With No Heat
Nick Pinto - February 2, 2019
"On Saturday morning, Rep. Jerrold Nadler, D-N.Y., arrived at the Metropolitan Detention Center in New
York City to demand answers. Hundreds of people incarcerated at the federal detention facility in the
Sunset Park neighborhood of Brooklyn have been living without heat, light, telephone access, and lawyers
for the past week, as the region endured arctic temperatures. After touring the facility with other elected
officials, Nadler, the newly seated chair of the House Judiciary Committee, which oversees the Federal
Bureau of Prisons, said what he found was disturbing.
“There’s a total lack of urgency or concern on the part of the prison administration with respect to getting
the heat and the hot water.”
“There’s a total lack of urgency or concern on the part of the prison administration with respect to getting
the heat and the hot water, getting the services we need,” he said on the steps of the detention facility after
his visit. Several hundred people, many of whom have family members inside, had gathered in protest
outside the facility. While some cells did have heat, others were extremely cold, Nadler said, and all were
without power.
While the elected officials toured the detention facility, the Metropolitan Detention Center’s surroundings
echoed with the sound of incarcerated people banging on their windows in protest. In answer, hundreds of
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their family members and other supporters massed outside, chanting, “Humane treatment for all! Get
those lights on! Get that heat on!”
“I’m just worried about my son’s health,” said Tina Mongo, through tears. “I haven’t been able to speak
with him, and I haven’t been able to visit, and I don’t know if he’s alright. I just don’t know.”
A number of people incarcerated at Metropolitan Detention Center have a medical condition called sleep
apnea and without functioning medical equipment they run the risk of a stroke, Nadler said. “When I said
to the warden, how many people do you have with CPAP machines, he said he didn’t know. I said, ‘Did you
know there was a problem?’ He said, ‘No one raised it to me until now.’ Basic medical conditions are being
ignored.”
Prison officials are in no rush to improve the situation, he said. “In an emergency condition, they are so
eager to solve this condition that the contractors have left for the day and won’t be back until Monday.”
Nadler said. “This shows the complete lack of urgency.”
Other elected officials who toured the prison described similar medical concerns. New York City Council
Member Jumaane Williams said he spoke to an incarcerated person with an untreated eye infection and
another in need of psychiatric care who was not receiving it.
State Sen. Zellnor Myrie, D-Brooklyn, told The Intercept he was shown a cell in which an asthmatic man
deprived of a nebulizer was lying on the floor of a poorly ventilated cell trying to suck air through the gap
under the door.
“I saw a young man on the floor, holding a bright red inhaler, and he was saying through tears that he
doesn’t know if he’s going to wake up tomorrow.”
“As they took us inside, I saw a young man on the floor, holding a bright red inhaler, and he was saying
through tears that he doesn’t know if he’s going to wake up tomorrow,” Myrie said. “This man is pre-trial,
he hasn’t been convicted of anything. I grew up using a nebulizer, so I know what it’s like to need it and not
have it.”
Bureau of Prisons Warden Herman Quay was standing next to Myrie during the exchange inside the
prison, the state senator said. The warden was apparently unmoved. “There was no sense of urgency,”
Myrie said. “He was extremely elusive, and all of his answers to our questions were non-committal.”
New York City Council Member Brad Lander, who toured the Metropolitan Detention Center with other
elected officials, described the prison’s Facilities Manager John Maffeo as “openly contemptuous” of the
congressional representatives’ inquiry into conditions at the incarceration site". For full article please:
seehttps://theintercept.com/2019/02/02/federal-prison-no-heat-new-york-nadler-mdc/
‘How many people just disappear?’ Iranian journalist recalls arrest & questioning by FBI 25 Jan,
2019
"The US-born Iranian journalist snatched up by the FBI and held for 10 days without charges gave an
exclusive interview to RT about how fortunate she feels to make it out alive – and how things could have
easily gone differently. “What I realize is how easy it is for them to make someone disappear. If [my son]
was not there, anything could have happened to me and no one would have known where I was. And I’m
just wondering how many people that this happens to,”
PressTV journalist Marzieh Hashemi told RT's Afshin Rattansi in an exclusive interview. At one point
during her detention, she was even placed on suicide watch – a fact she only discovered afterwards, from
another prisoner. “It concerned me, because I’m thinking maybe they have something up their sleeves
here.” She was not allowed to contact anyone for the first 48 hours of her imprisonment.
“It’s mind-boggling that you can be arrested, detained, shackled, not charged with a crime, and I definitely
saw it firsthand,” she said, encouraging supporters to take action to “demand an end to this type of
activity.” Hashemi’s ordeal sparked protests in the US and at UN offices in Tehran, and Iranian Foreign
Minister Javad Zarif accused US authorities of racism in their mistreatment of the journalist." For full
article please see" https://www.rt.com/news/449660-people-disappear-marzieh-hashemi-interview
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The Buffalo Committee Against State Repression presents: Passin' It On: The Black Panthers'
Search for Justice

“7pm, Wednesday, January 23, 2019, here at Burning Books
420 Connecticut Street, Buffalo.
preview/trailer: https://www.videodetective.com/movies/passin-it-on/460091?
mc_cid=2ac9fd317c&mc_eid=29dc4b0013 “

Source: Burning Books email
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Check Out: Making All Black Lives Matter: Reimagining Freedom in the Twenty-First
Century

"In the wake of the murder of unarmed teenager Trayvon Martin in 2012 and the exoneration of his killer,
three black women activists launched a hashtag and social-media platform, Black Lives Matter, which
would become the rubric for a larger movement. To many, especially those in the media, Black Lives
Matter appeared to burst onto the national political landscape out of thin air. But as Barbara Ransby shows
in Making All Black Lives Matter, the movement has roots in prison abolition, anti-police violence, black
youth movements, and radical mobilizations across the country dating back at least a decade."
https://burningbooks.com/products/making-all-black-lives-matter-reimagining-freedom-in-the-twentyfirst-century?mc_cid=2ac9fd317c&mc_eid=29dc4b0013

Revolutionary Love For an Early Valentine’s Day

WHAT: Political Prisoner Letter-Writing Dinner WHEN: 7pm sharp, Tuesday, February 5th, 2019
WHERE: The Base – 1302 Myrtle Avenue Brooklyn, New York 11221
NOTE: The Base is on the ground floor, is wheelchair accessible, and has a gender neutral toilet.
COST: Free
"This time last year, we were watching the state’s case against the J20 defendants begin to unravel. This
year, we see comrades from Portugal to Iraq to Germany continuing to attack the state and capital. There’s
a palpable tension between the authorities who keep cracking skulls and those rebels who continue to
fight back. And for those rebels–still in the streets, or locked in a prison cell, NYC ABC holds revolutionary
love. With that love burning in our hearts, we host another of our every-other-week political prisoner
letter-writing dinners.
This week we’re having a Valentine’s Day card writing party for PPs and POWs in the region. But rather
than looking to a holiday based on Christian martyrs from millennia ago and kept alive through
consumerism and romantic coupling, we’re celebrating revolutionary love and solidarity. We love our
imprisoned comrades and use this week’s card-writing night to manifest that love.
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The deal, as always, is that you come bringing only yourself (and your friends and comrades), and we
provide you with a delicious vegan meal, information about the prisoners as well as all of the letterwriting materials and prisoner-letter-writing info you could ever want to use in one evening. In return,
you write a thoughtful letter to a political prisoner or prisoner of war of your choosing or, better yet, keep
up a long-term correspondence. We’ll also provide some brief updates and pass around birthday cards for
the PP/POWs whose birthdays fall in the next two weeks thanks to the PP/POW Birthday Calendar."
https://nycabc.wordpress.com/2019/02/01/valentines_2019
Mumia "100 More Boxes Found - District Attorney Appeals Judge Tucker's Order"
"This Just InA stunning turn of events has hope for Mumia’s freedom rising.
Shortly after the discovery of six previously unreleased boxes (from Mumia’s original 1982 trial), the
District Attorney has revealed that the storage unit contained an additional 100+ boxes. These boxes have
not yet been inventoried and could contain key evidence in many other cases.
Mumia’s attorneys have access to the first set of six boxes, but there has been no report, yet, on what
evidence has been found and whether it can be used to argue for a new trial. At the same time the District
Attorney was informing the court of this serious prosecutorial misconduct, they also filed a notice to
appeal Judge Leon Tucker’s late December order reinstating Mumia’s direct appeals before the PA
Supreme Court. Remember, this order was the very first time in 37 years that a Philadelphia judge had
granted Mumia relief. The order DA Larry Krasner is trying to block, is literally a path to freedom that
would allow Mumia to reopen his direct state appeals. Krasner’s reason: This ruling opens the door for
relief- not just for Mumia but hundreds of others. To quote their press statement of 1-30-19. There will be
“sweeping and, in our view, problematic, implications for a large volume of cases” if relief is granted for
Mumia Abu-Jamal.
You heard that right. If Tucker's ruling that Castille was fundamentally biased in violation of the PA Judicial
Canons is upheld, then, hundreds of others similarly victimized by PA Supreme Court Justice Ronald
Castille could get relief. Ok, so why is Krasner appealing? Justice requires that the status quo is rocked.
And guess what Larry- Castille is part of the problem. You may have cozied up to him, and put him on your
transition advisory board, but Lord have mercy he is part of the problem.
This follows in the wake of the U.S. Supreme Court condemnation of Castille and the PA Court system for a
fundamental violation of defendant's due process rights. Ron Castille was determined in all of his cases to
be the prosecutor, the judge, and then if allowed the executioner. His exact words, which are echoed
throughout the Pennsylvania judiciary were “I know I could be fair”.
Now why is Mumia’s case so important? "Philadelphia is up south". It is ground zero for over incarceration
and injustice. In Philadelphia Mumia Abu-Jamal's case is the proverbial “3rd rail.” If he gets relief- it is a
whole new ballgame. Power will have fundamentally shifted. Securing his freedom will take revealing and
exposing decades of police, prosecutorial, and judicial corruption.
That is exactly what is at stake. Here is the current context:
Larry Krasner, a civil rights attorney, a big "L" liberal, was popularly elected the District Attorney in a
landslide, and took office in early 2018. His mandate: change the culture of injustice in Philadelphia.
The Philadelphia Police force, 6600 members strong, have grown fat on decades of brutality and
corruption. This is still Frank Rizzo's department. Day in and day out, scandal after scandal, appears on
the front pages of the Philadelphia newspapers. It is a predominantly white police force as occupying
army. The Fraternal Order of Police Lodge Five see every reform, every plea for justice, as threatening the
core of their “business as usual”. John McNesby President of Lodge Five would be a laughable character- if
he wasn’t so brutally dangerous. See today's paper for instance!
Frankly, the Common Pleas Court Judges are no different. While fewer in number and of a different class,
they are also desperate to maintain “business as usual” at the Juanita Kidd Criminal Justice Center. They
are completely “comfortable” with the system designed to use of poor bodies as fuel. It is shocking how
judges and lawyers in that building justify this deeply disturbing system of grinding punishment that is
routinely rocked by police and prosecutorial scandals. Did it really take Meek Mill’s victimization for the
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world to see what it is like on the ground in Philadelphia? And have you noticed that nothing has changed,
Meek is still chained to probation system.
"It is especially important for those who have offered critical support of Krasner and positive changes he
has made to speak out against this. We cannot be silent when a self-styled "progressive" sides with the
reactionary and racist fraternal order of police to continue an ignoble and corrupt frame-up. That his
office has implemented many positive changes makes it all the more important that he hears loud and
clear that this maneuver is unacceptable. Free Mumia. This is not over by a long shot. It will not be until he
is free." Abolitionist Law Center Attorney, Bret Grote.
If you want to raise your voice, email DA Krasner at justice@phila.gov "

An Open Letter of Appreciation and Support from The Malcolm X Commemoration
Committee January 10, 2019

"Greetings everyone and Free the Land!
Usually at this time of year we are getting ready for what would be our 23rd Annual Dinner Tribute our
Political Prisoners, but some unforeseen challenges have forced us to push back our dinner until we
resolve them
Our challenges are several. The first is that the cost of this gathering, in terms of venues, has gone up
almost exponentially. So we are in the hunt for a venue that we can afford, and that will not back away
from us because its content and intent. The second challenge is that the annual pilgrimage to the
Malcolm’s gravesite falls on a Sunday this year and when it falls on a weekend, it requires us to secure
private buses, which costs us considerably more than what we normally negotiate with the NYC School
System. So that’s a bit too. Third, and hardly the least is that our beloved chair, Dequi Kioni Sadiki, has had
to take a leave of absence for personal reasons and requires us to make some internal adjustments. Our
beloved Dequi’s love, passion and commitment is no easy void to fill. We look forward to when she can
return. We are doing an event on February 16th at CEMOTAP to mark the anniversary of Malcolm’s
assassination and in anticipation of the 50th anniversary of Fred Hampton’s assassination to keep the
work moving and to give our freedom fighters something until our capacity issues are resolved. ‘Can’t Kill
Fighting for Freedom: With Love for Malcolm and Fred.’ We have a stellar panel of participants
Prof. Bill Sales, author of From Civil Rights To Black Liberation: Malcolm X and the OAAU,
Basir Mchawi, longtime broadcaster, educator and a leader of The East,
Imam Talib AbdurRashid of the Malcolm’s Islamic continuum, The Mosque of Islamic Brotherhood,
Cyril Innis, better known as our beloved ‘Captain Bullwhip’ who will share important background on the
underappreciated emergence of the Queens Chapter of the Black Panther Party with Yasmin Sutton, as
well as his recollections of Malcolm’s impact on his Queens neighborhood.
It takes place from 1-4 pm. CEMOTAP is located at 135-05 Rockaway Blvd, South Ozone Park, Queens. We
are not charging a fee for this gathering, but we are going to make a pitch for funds during the program.
We believe that if we pack the house and secure on average $20 from most, that would help us give
something to the Political Prisoners who we designate to support for this gathering, and that hopefully it
would help us face some of the increasing costs for both the dinner and the pilgrimage.
What do we need beyond your participation on February 16th? One, encourage those of us who are more
well off than others, or who cannot attend, to contribute through our PayPal link
(https://www.PayPal.me/PPOWs). That would help. Two, help us find a price friendly venue not afraid of
our mission. Three, identify an organization that may want to co-sponsor the dinner with us with an eye
towards sharing the cost.
We hugely appreciate the support we have received from you over the years. We need it now in a big way.
Our freedom fighters, who have sacrificed their lives daring to be Malcolm’s heirs, would appreciate it too.
Our freedom fighters don’t give up! We won’t give up!
X, as in Malcolm is the Answer,
Bro. Zayid Muhammad, founding press officer babazayid@gmail.com; 973 202 0745 "
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Parole Justice Advocacy Day: Report Back and Next Steps

"Dear all,
Thanks so much for joining our parole justice advocacy day last week. The day was powerful and has
already had an impact. Here is a report back with action steps for our work moving forward:
MEDIA: Here are photos from the day taken by Walter Hergt. Please use them as you wish and be sure to
credit Walter. Also, check-out this op-ed by Senator Sepulveda and Assembly Member Weprin in support of
our parole justice initiatives. Read and share the rest of the media we sourced throughout the day from
Spectrum News, Albany Times Union, City Limits, Oneonta Daily Star and Niagara Gazette. For more news
on parole and aging in prison, check out rappcampaign.com/press.
LEGISLATIVE ADVOCACY: Since our advocacy day, five additional Senators have co-sponsored both Fair
and Timely Parole and Elder Parole (co-sponsors are in the links to the bills). The bills were also reintroduced in the NYS Assembly with new bill numbers: FTP: A.4346; Elder Parole: A.4319.
BUDGET TESTIMONY: After our advocacy day, RAPP, #HALTsolitary and the Sentencing Project gave
testimony before the NYS legislature. Here is the testimony of RAPP and #HALTsolitary and here is Nicole
Porter's (Sentencing Project). Also, check out DOCCS Commissioner Anthony Annucci's testimony, which
includes legislators parole related questions.
ACTIONS MOVING FORWARD: Get your Assembly Member/Senator to Co-Sponsor: If your state legislators
haven't co-sponsored our parole bills yet, call and meet with them to get their support. Find your Senator
here and Assembly Member here. We're happy to help you set up meetings and get them on board.
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Follow-up on your January 29th Legislative Meetings: Be sure that someone on your team is following up
with the legislators you met with. If you need help with follow-up, reach out to Dave directly
(ddgeorge23@gmail.com).
Next Parole Justice Advocacy Day: May 14th: Save the date for our next parole justice advocacy day in
Albany. Ask friends, family and those in your networks to join us too. We'll be in touch with many of you
between now and May 14th with other advocacy opportunities in Albany.
Attend RAPP's Upcoming Coalition Meeting: If you're in or near NYC, join RAPP's next coalition meeting
happening tomorrow, Feb. 6th at 168 Canal St., 6th Floor, New York, NY. We'll take some time to debrief the
advocacy day.
Thanks so much again for all your amazing contributions last week. We look forward to continuing to
work with you for parole justice.
Warmly, RAPP and Parole Prep, Dave George, Associate Director, Release Aging People in Prison/RAPP
Campaign 168 Canal Street, 6th Floor, New York, NY 10013 631.885.3565 ddgeorge23@gmail.com
Pronouns: he, him his "

Celebrate Cuban Revolution
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Lupe Briseno and the Kitayama Carnation Strike

“Greetings,
We’re excited to release a short video we put together focused on Lupe Briseno and her leadership around
efforts to unionize Chicana carnation workers in the late 1960s in Brighton, Colorado. Lupe was the
catalyst for an eight-month strike with the backing of the National Floral Workers Organization (NFWO).
They demanded better wages, benefits and working conditions. Although less known than the farmworker struggles of the same period, this important piece of Chican@ history illustrates the importance of
Chicana leadership in workplace struggles for dignity and justice. Watch the video and keep an eye out for
additional teaching tools connected to Symbols of Resistance and the Chican@ Movement.
-Nathaniel
ps. Continued appreciation to the Symbols of Resistance film crew for their tireless work and
commitment.” View the film HERE: https://vimeo.com/315250649
https://freedomarchives.org/lupe-briseno-and-the-kitayama-carnation-strike/

The Power Is Back on at Brooklyn Jail, but a Visiting Federal Judge Found Untreated
Gunshot Wound, “Black Blotchy Mold,” and Ongoing Crisis

Nick Pinto - February 6 2019
"The power is back on and the heat has been turned up at the Metropolitan Detention Center in Brooklyn,
New York, where incarcerated people endured freezing temperatures, dark cells, and deprivation of access
to legal counsel for the past week, prompting outcry and the intervention of federal legislators.
While many celebrated the moment the lights came back on in the federal jail Sunday evening and looked
forward to the hearings promised by concerned legislators, cases in federal court over the past two days
have made it impossible to ignore the fact that the humanitarian crisis at the federal detention facility
extends far beyond the electrical fire that shut down primary power to much of the facility on January 27.
Federal court hearings this week have revealed a staggering pattern of neglect: incarcerated people left on
their own, in the dark and cold, to deal with medical crises and mental breakdowns. One incarcerated
person had to physically stop their cellmate from hanging themselves. People housed at the federal jail
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reported that as many as nine incarcerated people were left without potentially lifesaving medical
equipment because of the power shut down. Another incarcerated patient was left with an untreated
gunshot wound." For full article please see: https://theintercept.com/2019/02/06/mdc-brooklynmetropolitan-detention-center-federal-judge-tour/

"MALCOLMITES POSTPONE FORUM ON MALCOLM X AND FRED HAMPTON! WILL JOIN
HONOR OF FALLEN COMRADE NEHANDA ABIODUN!"

Memorial at National Black Theater 2031 Fifth Ave, New York, NY 10035 Doors open at noon. Services
begin at 1 p.m.
"The Malcolm X Commemoration Committee’s forum observing the anniversaries of the assassinations of
Malcolm X and Fred Hampton scheduled for Saturday, February 16th at CEMOTAP at 1pm is being
postponed! The forum, ‘Can’t Kill Fightin’ For Freedom! To Malcolm And Fred With Love,’ will likely be
rescheduled for sometime in March, organizers say.
The forum is being postponed to allow everyone to participate in the homegoing services of the late
exiled freedom fighter Nehanda Abiodun.
Abiodun passed away on January 30th in Havana, Cuba. She was 68.
Abiodun had been in exile in Cuba for at least 30 years, after enduring years of being forced to live
underground on charges associated with the liberation of Assata Shakur and a robbery of a Brinks
Armored Car.
Abiodun has steadfastly denied involvement in those actions she had been charged with, but has proudly
said that “I am proud of being accused of it.”
“She is my sister and I love her.”
Before facing the dangerous challenge of repression, Abiodun was a founding member of the New Afrikan
People’s Organization, spearheaded by the late Chokwe Lumumba who died in office as Mayor of Jackson,
Mississippi just several years ago. She also worked at the legendary Lincoln DeTox Center, a bold, holistic
health care initiative of the Black Panther Party and the Young Lords Party at Lincoln Hospital, until the
operation was labelled a “breeding ground for terrorists” and then shutdown by New York Mayor Ed Koch
in 1978.
In Cuba, Abiodun would become a presiding elder for the powerful emergence of Cuban HipHop in the
1990s, challenging young artists to use the engaging artform to raise human consciousness and to affirm
their African identity through a cross-fertilization vehicle she came to anchor known as Black August.
They came to address her as “Mama Nehanda” and dubbed her “The Godmother of Cuban HipHop” for her
empowering presence and direction.
Services for Abiodun will be held at Harlem’s National Black Theater at 1pm.
Abiodun was born and raised in Harlem.
“It breaks our hearts that Nehanda has to come home this way,” said MXCC press officer Zayid Muhammad.
“We will honor her with the love she gave so many of us with her bold, cherished commitment.” "

Palestinian dies in 28th year of Israeli imprisonment

February 8, 2019
"A Palestinian prisoner from Gaza City died in Israeli detention on Wednesday after years of medical
neglect.
Faris Baroud, 51, spent 17 years in isolation following his arrest in 1991, after which he was given a life
sentence for killing an Israeli and injuring three others earlier that year. During the years he was held in
isolation as punishment for his role in a collective hunger strike, Baroud told lawyers with the prisoners
rights group Addameer that he was denied medical care.
A tumor and part of Baroud’s liver was removed last year, the prisoner’s family told Addameer. Months
before the surgery, Baroud had participated in a hunger strike to protest the Palestinian Authority’s
cutting of prisoners’ stipends.
Addameer stated that the family’s knowledge of Baroud’s recent health situation was “very limited,” and
that his condition deteriorated two days before his transfer to hospital, where he died. The family’s
communication with Baroud was also very limited, as he had been banned from receiving visits for 12
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years, according to Addameer." For full article please see: https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/tamaranassar/palestinian-dies-28th-year-israeli-imprisonment

Political Prisoner Letter-Writing Dinner

WHAT: Political Prisoner Letter-Writing Dinner WHEN: 7pm sharp, Tuesday, February 19th, 2019
WHERE: The Base – 1302 Myrtle Avenue Brooklyn, New York 11221
NOTE: The Base is on the ground floor, is wheelchair accessible, and has
a gender neutral toilet. COST: Free
"As usual, you can find NYC ABC on our bi-weekly vibe, serving up some delicious vegan food and writing
letters to three long standing political prisoners. Come join us as we send these folks some love and
support. Romaine “Chip” Fitzgerald, born and raised in Compton, California, joined the Southern California
Chapter of the Black Panther Party in early 1969 as a teenager who had just been released from the
California Youth Authority. In September of that year, as a dedicated member of the Party, Chip was
arrested in connection with a police shoot-out and tried for assault on police and related charges,
including the murder of a security guard. He was sentenced to death. More information at
http://www.abcf.net/prisoners/chip.htm
Commonly regarded as the longest held political prisoner in the U.S., Ruchell “Cinque” Magee has been
imprisoned since 1963. He was politicized in prison and participated in the August 7, 1970 Marin
County Courthouse Rebellion— the attempted liberation of political prisoner George Jackson and the
Soledad Brothers by Jackson’s younger brother Jonathan. Magee was seriously injured in the incident and
subsequently pleaded guilty to aggravated kidnapping. He was sentenced in 1975 to life in prison and has
been denied parole numerous times.
More information at https://www.thejerichomovement.com/profile/magee-ruchell-cinque
On November 19, 2002 Andrew Mickel shot and killed a cop named David Mobilio of the Red Bluff,
California Police Department. There were no witnesses to the killing, and the crime would have gone
unsolved had there not been Internet postings about the crime six days later. The postings read, “Hello
Everyone, my name’s Andy. I killed a Police Officer in Red Bluff, California in a motion to bring attention to,
and halt, the police-state tactics that have come to be used throughout our country.” In April 2005, Mickel
was convicted of one count of first-degree murder. He was subsequently sentenced to death, and is being
held on Death Row at San Quentin State Prison. If for some unforeseeable reason you are unable to make
it Tuesday, please take the time to write to these folx on your own time:
Chip Fitzgerald* #B27527
California State Prison – LAC
Post Office Box 4490, B-4-150, Lancaster, California 93539
*Address envelope to Romaine Fitzgerald
Cinque Magee* #A92051
B3-138, California Mens Colony
Post Office Box 8103, San Luis Obispo, California 93409
*Address envelope to Ruchell Magee
Andrew Mickel V77400
San Quentin State Prison
San Quentin, California 94974
The deal, as always, is that you come bringing only yourself (and your friends and comrades), and we
provide you with a delicious vegan meal, information about the prisoners as well as all of the letterwriting materials and prisoner-letter-writing info you could ever want to use in one evening. In return,
you write a thoughtful letter to a political prisoner or prisoner of war of your choosing or, better yet, keep
up a long-term correspondence. We’ll also provide some brief updates and pass around birthday cards for
the PP/POWs whose birthdays fall in the next two weeks thanks to the PP/POW Birthday Calendar."
https://nycabc.wordpress.com/2019/02/14/chip-ruchell-andy-2019 “
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FILM & KINGS BAY PLOWSHARES DEFENDANTS SPEAK!

2 PM SUNDAY: FEB. 17, 2019 moderated by Dan Zak of Washington Post
FILM & DISCUSSION WITH
KINGS BAY PLOWSHARES DEFENDANTS
"They face 25 years in prison for their nonviolent symbolic disarmament of the Trident nuclear submarine
base in GA. This may be their only NYC event before leaving in March or April for trial in GA. Liz McAlister
(Phil Berrigan's widow), Fr. Steve Kelly, S.J., and Mark Colville of the New Haven C.W. wait in jail for their
trial since last April 5, 2018.
Catholic Worker co-founder Dorothy Day's granddaughter, Martha Hennessy and Carmen Trotta of the
NYC -C.W., Patrick O'Neill of the Garner, N.C.-C.W. house, and Clare Grady (daughter of John P. Grady of the
Camden 28) of the Ithaca C.W. are out on $50,000 bond and ankle monitors. The 4 will be at the film and
discussion.
LINCOLN CENTER CAMPUS, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY
113 W. 60TH ST, NYC 12TH FL. LOUNGE
Please join us for a special screening of the documentary The Nuns, the Priests, and the Bomb.
The film follows anti-nuclear war activists of the Plowshares movement in their acts of civil disobedience
at sites of the US nuclear arms arsenal and production Filmmaker Helen Young and members of the Kings
Bay Plowshares 7 currently facing federal criminal charges for their April 2017 action will be present for a
discussion following the screening.
The event is free and open to the public."
For more information please see: facebook.com/events/351456292370313/ Live Stream.
www.twitter.com/kingsbayplow7 Please RSVP with this link.

Political Repression & Corporate Surveillance in the Era of Climate Crisis

Sunday March 3rd 2019 4:00 p.m-6:00 p.m.
Social Justice Action Center 400 SE 12th Avenue Portland, Oregon 97214
Event is free and please bring a donation for the CLDC!
"Please join Civil Liberties Defense Center Executive Director Lauren Regan and freelance investigative
journalist Will Parrish as they survey the landscape of anti-pipeline struggles in North America. They will
detail tactics used against the water protectors at Standing Rock, from brutal police violence to corporate
propaganda campaigns and covert operations involving informants and electronic eavesdropping. They
will also draw lessons from the NoDAPL struggle, with a view toward battles ahead to protect the land,
water, and climate." For more information please see :
https://www.facebook.com/events/597569803999198/

WHO IS LEONARD PELTIER?: PAULETTE D’AUTEUIL OF THE ILPDC 2019/02/17 THE FINAL
STRAW RADIO A Story of Leonard Peltier

"This week, Paulette D’auteuil speaks about the life and case of Leonard Peltier. Peltier is one of the best
known political prisoners currently held in the U.S. Paulette is the Director of the International Leonard
Peltier Defense Committee, based near Coleman, FL, where Leonard is incarcerated and also is an advisor
to the National Jericho Movement.
For the hour, Paulette tells about Leonard’s life, his case, his health, the resistance that Leonard was and
continues to be a part of, COINTELPRO, and Leonard’s art. Please listen here:
https://thefinalstrawradio.noblogs.org/post/2019/02/17/who-is-leonard-peltier-paulette-dauteuil-ofthe-ilpdc
You can learn more about Leonard Peltier by visiting the ILPDC’s website, http://whoisleonardpeltier.info,
where you’ll find lots more info, Leonard’s artwork, ways to plug in and do events to raise awareness of
Leonard’s case and keep up on updates. You can also find the ILPDC on twitter and fedbook."
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A Talk on Puerto Rican and Black Solidarity Sat. 2/16 NYC

The ProLibertad Freedom Campaign www.ProLibertad.org ProLibertad@hotmail.com
Facebook.com/ProLibertadFC Twitter: @ProLibertad Instagram: @ProLibertadFC
ProLibertadTV/YouTube Channel Telephone: 718-601-4751

In the Spirit of Nelson Mandela Campaign
Jericho is spearheading the “In the Spirit of Nelson Mandela” campaign proposed by political prisoner and
co-founder of the National Jericho Movement Jalil Abdul Muntaqim. This initiative appeals to the
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international community, including the International Commission of Jurists, to call for special hearings
within the United Nations to review the cases of Political Prisoners.
Several meetings have already occurred in collaboration with interested others, and much headway is
being made regarding organizing efforts. The campaign "In the Spirit of Nelson Mandela” met in NYC on
January 12th at 12pm and on February 9th. For March's meeting please contact: nycjericho@gmail.com if
you are interested in becoming involved. We invite you to support this initiative. Everyone is encouraged
to check out the website http://spiritofmandela.org
“Set your calendars now: The International Tribunal on U.S. Human Rights Violations and Political
Prisoners (ITUSHRPP) is set to take place in October 2021. We intend to document, in detailed
evidentiary form and utilizing all available contemporary human rights precedents, the gross violations
faced by colonized people and those who have defended basic self determination principles. But this will
not be a narrow or dry legalistic affair. This people’s Tribunal is designed to both educate and mobilize, so
renewed fight back movements can emerge and be strengthened. We are aware that we stand on
formidable shoulders.
In the 1940’s, W.E.B. DuBois first petitioned the newly-formed United Nations regarding the rights of U.S.born people of African descent; in the 1950’s Paul Robeson was one of a number who “Charged Genocide”
against the U.S. government to the global body. Minister Malcolm X’s formation in 1964 of the
Organization of Afro-American Unity was part of a direct campaign to put the case of “the 22 million Black
people who are the victims of Americanism” before the Organization of African Unity and the U.N. On
Human Rights Day 1978, attorney Lennox Hinds— working on behalf of the National Conference of Black
Lawyers, the Commission for Racial Justice of the United Church of Christ, and the National Alliance
Against Racism—petitioned the UN’s Human Rights Commission, resulting in a team of seven
international jurists investigating cases of gross violations pertaining to U.S. political prisoners.
Throughout the 1980’s and 1990’s, Dr. Luis Nieves Falcon and a wide array of petitioners held a variety of
Tribunals in Europe, the U.S., and Puerto Rico, with verdicts indicating further abuses of the
U.S. prison, police, political, and military systems. And in 2014, the UN Human Rights Committee issued a
report criticizing the U.S. for 25 distinct violations of the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights. We are aware that the people’s voice—including the voices of our long-incarcerated elders—
must be heard.
Mutulu Shakur asserted the need for a U.S. process of truth and reconciliation, and many have begun to
discuss and implement grassroots forum for truth-telling, where witnesses listen and reflect upon voices
“from the margins” to organize for an end to structural and militarized state violence. Jalil Muntaqim has
called for campaigns “in the spirit of Mandela,” where the international social and political context which
helped revise the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners in 2015 be utilized in the case
of those incarcerated in the U.S. Our International Tribunal will call for testimony from both sides of the
wall, both on issues of the torturous conditions of political imprisonment and on the root colonial and neocolonial conditions and repression which inevitably lead to growing numbers of political prisoners. We
will not separate the work to free our prisoners with the work to free the land, and for ultimate liberation
of all."
As we continue to launch the In the Spirit of Nelson Mandela, Bring Back the International Jurists Campaign, we
are providing links to some important documents. One of these is the United Nations Mandela Rules,
unanimously passed by the Security Counsel in December of 2015. Another important document is Jalil
Muntaqim's essay regarding the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination and the
International Jurists. Please see links and Docs at: http://www.freejalil.com/2017juristsUN.html also in
German!! Click here to read the Report of International Jurists—Visit with Human Rights Petitioners in the
United States, August 3-20, 1979.
Political Prisoner/Prisoner of War, Jalil Muntaqim states in his blog “recently the Jericho Amnesty Movement
embarked on a new national and international campaign to persuade the U.N. International Jurists to initiate a
formal investigation on human rights abuses of U.S. political prisoners. To further demand the U.S. Corporate
Government implement the U.N. Minimum Standards on the Treatment of Prisoners, and for the immediate
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release of our political prisoners. This especially calls for the release of those with COINTELPRO convictions
who have languished in prison for 30 to 50 years. These political prisoners were contemporaries of Nelson
Mandela; when he was fighting against Apartheid in South Afrika, they were fighting against Jim Crow
segregation and second-class citizenship in the U.S. This Jericho campaign motto is “In the Spirit of Nelson
Mandela” and activists across the country are urged to join and support in whatever way they are able in
political solidarity toward the building of the National Coalition for the Human Rights of Political Prisoners”.
(http://www.freejalil.com/blog47.html).
Please read our invitation below and contact us if you are interested in endorsing, sponsoring or
otherwise becoming involved in “The Spirit of Nelson Mandela” initiative.
“Greetings of Peace!

“It is said that no one truly knows a nation until one has been inside its jails. A nation should not be judged
by how it treats its highest citizens, but its lowest ones.” —Nelson Mandela
The IN THE SPIRIT OF NELSON MANDELA COALITION invites you to join our campaign to develop an
International Coalition to acknowledge, recognize and push for the release of US held Political Prisoners. The
conditions under which US political prisoners are forced to live and the length of their sentences violates
international law and the UN Nelson Mandela Rules. In December 2015, the United Nations General Assembly
adopted its landmark resolution 70/175 entitled “United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment
of Prisoners (the Nelson Mandela Rules”) (https://www.penalreform.org/priorities/prisonconditions/standard-minimum-rules/). These Rules condemn the United States’ policies and practices of
punitive solitary confinement, medical neglect and long term solitary confinement. This particular international
initiative stems from a call from Political Prisoner and co-founder of the National Jericho Movement to Free All
Political Prisoners, Jalil Abdul Muntaqim. Although efforts to present our issues in the international arena
certainly aren’t new—Malcolm X urged such in the 1960s—this Initiative begins with a much needed renewed
energy, focus and commitment.
While constantly organizing and soliciting endorsers and sponsors, our first campaign objective was to contact
the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) (https://www.icj.org) to initiate a formal investigation into the
holding of Political Prisoners in the United States. Representatives from the ICJ had come to the United States
before in 1979 to visit Political prisoners Sundiata Acoli and Ed Poindexter. Some forty years later these
prisoners still remain in prison. Ultimately, we hope to use this investigation to bring the following results:
•

Generate international awareness and attention

•

Implore the United Nation to convene a Truth and Reconciliation Tribunal to explore, expose and address
the social, economic and political historic conditions of people of color, and particularly black people in the
United States, revolutionaries and movement organizations that struggle against these conditions, and the
government’s brutal and illegal response to those organizations and people resulting in the deaths and
incarcerations of hundreds

•

Build political and legal pressure to call for the release of Political Prisoners

We realize that we have a difficult job ahead, but the more national and international solidarity we garner, the
greater the chances for victory. We hope you will join the campaign by 1. Agreeing to support by clearly identifying your organization and contact person;
2. Providing your accurate email and phone number (We will keep you informed of developments of this
initiative); and
3. Partaking of the unique experience of collectively brain storming strategies to bring this struggle to the
international arena and to the United Nations.
Your input is valued at any level.
In solidarity,
The National Jericho Movement
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In the Spirit of Nelson Mandela Coalition”

FREE ALL U.S. HELD POLITICAL PRISONERS!!!

Moving Forward
As we move towards accomplishing our goals, we seek to continue to form new alliances, to help build a more
unified front both nationally and internationally. We look forward to expanding our scope of services as well as
increasing our dedicated members, especially reaching out to the youth to carry on the torch of justice for not
only our beloved freedom fighter's who are now elders still in these dungeons , but also for those Political
Prisoner's who are to come in the future-and surely they will, given the escalating oppression and fascism that
is swiftly seeping through every “right” in this country. Unless a sudden change permeates the power
structures, the number of political prisoner's will grow. COINTELPRO is still alive and running many missives
in which to entrap those who oppose the tyrannical, oppressive & racism regime. In the many decades of their
operations they have become even more cunning and sophisticated. Our hope is to unify the people who truly
want to move forward towards a better future for all, not just some-and to use the power of unified numbers to
stand as strong as a spider web against those who have chosen a destructive path to abolish human rights .
As our Political Prisoner's/Prisoner's of War are aging and too many have already died behind these dungeon
walls, it is imperative that we as a collective, continue to go even harder in the quest for their freedom. They
have been waiting patiently... for 30, 40, 50 years. “For to be free is not merely to cast off one's chains, but to live
in a way that respects and enhances the freedom of others.”―Nelson Mandela
As Jericho has withstood many obstacles in the past 20 years, we are still here, and we will not fall back. We are
relentless in bringing our beloved freedom fighters home.

Gratitude and Appreciation
It is with great gratitude that we express our sincere appreciation to you-our supporters. Without your
help, we could not accomplish all that we do for our Political Prisoner's/Prisoner's of War. From helping
their families visit them, to assisting with legal and medical needs, to putting monies in their commissary
as well as providing forums wherein we can hold events to educate others about our Political
Prisoners/Prisoner's of War, your support helps make this possible. We know it, and our Political
Prisoner's/Prisoner's of War know it as well. There is power in the people, and this is where their
freedom lies.
It is because of people such as yourselves, who so graciously give of your time, your donations as well as
your thoughts towards this cause that brings us closer to the day when we can finally say-They are Home
at Last....Can you imagine? After sacrificing for the community-the community is the one who brings them
home. After languishing in a steel dungeon waiting for freedom for decades, when that door finally swings
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open and they finally step into their families arms for good, it will be a powerful day indeed.
We are all links that join together as one. No act, no deed is too small. Together we are strong, powerful.
We just have to keep going-as they did back in the days when they were fighting the same old oppressive,
racist regime.
“Freedom can never be taken for granted. Each generation must safeguard it and extend it. Your parents
and elders sacrificed much so that you should have freedom without suffering what they did. Use this
precious right to ensure that the darkness of the past never return.”―Nelson Mandela.
Thank you-for safeguarding and extending the fight for justice, freedom and human rights. There is a light
down the way, it is called our children's eyes. May they know a better world.
As you know, the obstacles to helping free our political prisoners are immense. It is to challenge the super
power and its many facets. It is to fight repression through education, organizing, mobilizing, and creating
a movement that embraces freedom and dignity for all people and freedom for all political prisoners.
Your financial support at this time is needed for Jericho’s continued work and effectiveness.
If you cannot support financially, please do continue to read our newsletters, share them widely, tell others
about our Political Prisoner's/Prisoner's of War-volunteer to help us if you can, for everything matters and
no sincere deed is left unnoticed. We are the ones, for a prisoner's options are limited, we have the key, we
just have to figure out together, how to unlock those doors.
Free all Political Prisoners!
In struggle and gratitude, The National Jericho Movement

Your Generous Contributions Help us Provide Real Support to our Political Prisoners!
___ $25 ___ $50 ___$75 ___$100___$250 ___$ Other___
There are two ways to make a donation:
Please make non-deductible donations to:
National Jericho Treasury
Mail to: "Jericho Treasury/Michael Alston"
Ashanti Alston
162 Miller Ave
Providence, R.I. 02905

For tax deductible receipt, send donations to:
Alliance for Global Justice
Subject Line: Jericho
Mail to:
Elane Spivak Rodriguez
Alliance for Global Justice
225 E. 26th Street, Suite 1
Tuscon, Arizona 85713

Or Visit our website at: http://www.thejerichomovement.com/donate and click our “donate” button.
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